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Abstract of the Thesis
CĂTĂLIN BALAN
Physics Department
Faculty of Science and Technology - University of Coimbra, Portugal

Contribution to the scintillation detection
optimization in double phase detectors for
direct detection of dark matter
In the past decade, tremendous advances have been made in the development of detectors to be
used for direct interaction of dark matter particles. With the gradual increase of target fiducial mass and
simultaneous reduction of background levels strategies, XENON experiment achieved very good results and
promising perspectives for direct dark matter detection.
Tasks regarding analysis of experimental data acquired with the actual double-phase detector, as
well as electric field simulations, development, assembly and tests of the next XENON1T detector and the
regular participation in general maintenance and monitoring of the actual XENON100 prototype at LNGS,
constituted the work plan of this PhD research activity and my contribution for optimizing the scintillation
detection in XENON detectors.
The need to achieve extremely low sensitivities demands for innovation in all aspects of detector
physics, such as reducing all sources of radioactivity background. The favored mode of operation for the
liquid/gas Xe-based detector involves measuring both primary and secondary scintillation from particle
interaction in the liquid. The ratio of these signals allows to clearly differentiate the majority of the
background and WIMP events. The scintillation readout is, then, of utmost importance.
The scintillation signal amplitude before to be read by the photo-sensors is maximized also by the
optimization of several parameters such as the detector target geometry, electrode meshes transparency,
secondary scintillation gain uniformity and reflective material used to cover the non-photosensitive surfaces.

KEYWORDS: Dark matter, Direct detection, Double phase detector, Electric field, Liquid Xenon, LNGS, Noble
gases, Simulations, TPC, WIMP
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Resumo da Tese
CĂTĂLIN BALAN
Departamento de Física
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal

Contribuição para a otimização da deteção de
cintilação em detetores de dupla fase para
deteção direta de matéria negra
Na última década, foram feitos grandes progressos no desenvolvimento dos detetores de deteção
direta das partículas que constituem a matéria negra. Com estratégias do aumento gradual do volume do
alvo e, simultaneamente, de redução dos níveis de fundo, a experiência XENON obteve resultados muito bons
e perspetivas promissoras para a deteção de matéria negra.
Tarefas relativas à análise de dados experimentais adquiridos com o detetor de dupla fase em uso,
assim como as simulações do campo elétrico, desenvolvimento, montagem e testes para o próximo detetor
XENON1T, assim como a participação regular na manutenção geral e monitorização do protótipo atual
XENON100 no LNGS, constituiram o plano de trabalhos para as atividades de investigação do presente
doutoramento e a minha contribuição para a otimização da deteção de cintilação nos detetores da
experiência XENON.
A necessidade de alcançar níveis elevados de sensibilidade, requer inovação em todos os aspetos
físicos do detetor, assim como a redução de todas as fontes de radioatividade que contribuem para o fundo.
O modo mais indicado de operação para os detetores com enchimento a Xe no estado líquido e gasoso
envolve a medição da cintilação primária e da secundária provenientes da interação das partículas no Xe
líquido. A razão entre estes dois sinais permite diferenciar claramente a maior parte dos eventos
correspondentes as fundo dos eventos correspondentes a WIMPs. Deste modo, a leitura dos sinais
correspondentes à cintilação é de extrema importância.
A amplitude do sinal de cintilação antes dos fotossensores é maximizada através da otimização de
vários parâmetros, tais como a geometria do alvo do detetor, a transparência das grelhas dos elétrodos, a
uniformidade do ganho em cintilação secundária e a utilização de material reflectivo para cobrir as
superfícies que não são fotossensíveis.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

This thesis is related to the research conducted in the context of the XENON
dark matter experiment. During my activity for XENON Collaboration, I have been
involved in almost all the aspects related to the operation of actual XENON100 detector
(monitoring cryogenic parameters, solving emergency situations, background data
acquisition and processing, calibrations of the detector with external radioactive sources
as well as procedures of xenon distillation for 85Kr contamination) locally at LNGS,
requiring continued attention 24h/day, 7days/week within a total of 140 days as a
collaboration shifter. Data analysis for XENON100, as well as simulations for the next
XENON1T detector required also special timing for ROOT programming learning and
understanding of all the analysis techniques and theories involved in this direct dark
matter detection experiment.
The technology of scaling up the target mass of liquid noble gas detectors and
the simultaneous reduction in backgrounds lead to the detection of WIMP dark matter in
the near future. Further, there are great advances in the field, and the next generations of
detectors will have dramatically increased sensitivity to probe orders of magnitude
deeper into the WIMP cross section. In particular, liquid noble gas detectors, which are
easily scalable, already approached the ton scale with plans to go beyond as well.
The next phase of XENON dark matter experiment is a 1 ton fiducial detector.
Simulations have been conducted for 1 ton scale to explore different options for the
detector design, incorporating a 1m height and 1m diameter TPC, which after 10cm
fiducial cut has a 1 ton liquid xenon target. Field simulations have been conducted to
obtain the electric potential and trajectories of drifted electrons inside the TPC. The goal
of the simulations was to find a detector design capable to create a uniform drift field.
The optimization of the scintillation detection requires research activities in both
experimental and theoretical physics connected by a great dedication and pleasure for
discovering and understanding better our Universe. A brief description of each chapter,
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in order to understand better the correspondence between them and their relevance with
the theme of the thesis, is presented below.

Chapter 2 is introducing the main subject of the thesis, Dark Matter, presenting
the theoretical hypothesis and experimental ways of detection placing also the XENON
experiment in the context of the international research.
Since XENON is a direct detection experiment, we should understand all the
properties of the target and the response of the detection medium to the low-energy
nuclear recoils. Chapter 3 will describe some of these important aspects.
The design of the XENON100 detector, the actual prototype of XENON
Experiment still taking data, and its subsystems, as well as a subset of calibration
procedures, make the content of Chapter 4. The purification of the detection medium,
both of impurities that attenuate the charge signal and radioactive impurities, using high
temperature getters or through cryogenic distillation, respectively, as well as and the
electronic and nuclear recoil calibrations, seem to require special attention for the dark
matter search.

Chapter 5 is presenting the blinded analysis details of the data acquired and the
published results after the un-blinding procedure. The exponential dependence of the
sensitivity to WIMPs with energy threshold makes clear the idea of continuing
understanding the low-energy nuclear recoil response and scaling up the actual
XENON100 noble gas detector to the next phase: XENON1Ton.

Chapter 6 is describing briefly the details of this new detector that is under the
construction phase in the Hall B of Gran Sasso underground laboratory in Italy but
focuses in the TPC’s optimization studies through COMSOL simulations of the electric
field.
The studies described in this thesis and all my contribution to XENON
Experiment resulted, thus far, in the following 10 publications, as a co-author of
XENON collaboration since 2011, for both XENON100 and XENON1T experiments:

XENON papers in International Journals:
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1

The XENON Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), Conceptual design and
simulation of a water Cherenkov muon veto for the XENON1T experiment,
arXiv:1406.2374v1 (2014), submitted to JINST

2

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), First Axion Results
XENON100 Experiment, arXiv:1404.1455v1, Phys. Rev. D 90, 062009

1 Introduction

3

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), Observation and
applications of single-electron charge signals in the XENON100 Experiment,
arXiv:1311.1088v2, J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 41 (2014) 035201

4

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), Analysis of the
XENON100 Dark Matter Search Data, arXiv:1207.3458v2, Astropart.Phys. 54
(2014) 11-24

5

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), The neutron
background of the XENON100 dark matter experiment, arXiv:1306.2303v2,
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 40, 115201 (2013)

6

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), Response of the
XENON100 Dark Matter Detector to Nuclear Recoils, arXiv:1304.1427v2,
Phys. Rev. D 88, 012006 (2013)

7

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), Limits on spindependent WIMP-nucleon cross sections from 225 live days of XENON100 data,
arXiv:1301.6620v2, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 021301 (2013)

8

The XENON100 Collaboration: E. Aprile et al. (C.Balan), The distributed Slow
Control System of the XENON100 Experiment, arXiv:1211.0836, 2012 JINST 7
T12001

9
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When we look up at the night sky, we see a tapestry of light – visible light emitted
by all the stars in the Milky Way and the galaxies that surround it. We do also see light
reflecting off the planets, which makes them shine brighter than many stars.
From this picture we may believe that we are actually seeing what the Universe it
looks like. But, imagine observing a building from afar, a tall glass sky scrapper of the
kind found in so many modern cities. In the middle of the night, there may be some
lights on inside. And what we see is a disorganized patchwork, with some windows
making up bigger islands of light, where whole floors are illuminated, and other
windows emitting no more than pinpricks isolated in darkness.
What should look like a tall rectangular structure looks like a chaotic mess
levitating in the darkness. In this case what we see is definitely not the whole picture.
Something similar is happening when we look at a galaxy or even a cluster of galaxy.
A conservative and much more travelled route is that there is some strange form
of matter in the Universe which we have yet to see directly. In this thesis we explore
one of possible candidates for this unknown matter.

'DUN0DWWHU
Recent studies show that most of the universe is as yet undetected. Galaxies are
not what they seem. They are bigger and heavier than they look. And we cannot see
directly what makes them so heavy. One of those components is a new form of matter.
This invisible mass is called Dark Matter and it is one of the most interesting subjects
for the physicists today.
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),*²7KH8QLYHUVHVWUXFWXUH> @

But this dark component cannot be the kind of matter of which stars, gas clouds
and planets are made. Studies of the microwave radiation left over from the Big Bang
suggest that such ordinary matter which we are familiar with and consist of standard
model particles such as quarks and leptons, makes up only 4.6% of the Universe (see
FIG. 2.1). The remaining is thought to be divided between dark matter (outweighing
normal matter by five to one) and strange repulsive named dark energy [1]. Michael
Turner, a cosmologist at the University of Chicago, Illinois, states that in the universe
history, a “battle” of these 2 components (dark matter and dark energy) can be seen:
dark matter reigned for the first ten billion years and shaped all the structure of Universe
while about five billion years ago, the dark energy shut off the formation of structures
and got the Universe accelerating.
This being the case, it now becomes very evident that if we are to gain a greater
understanding of our universe, then we must find a way to detect and to determine the
nature of this substance which so far eluded all detection efforts. In 1970, the idea that
dark matter looks fundamentally different from other form of normal matter gained
ground so, in 1980 began the first planning for underground detectors but, the field was
only recently appreciated when the sensitivity has improved and competing experiments
have emerged to attack into dark matter particle hunting from many angles.

3URRIVRI'DUN0DWWHUH[LVWHQFH
*DOD[\&OXVWHUV
The first observations and studies of Dark Matter came in the 1930s by Fritz
Zwicky’s search about the behavior of galaxies in the Coma Cluster [2]. His conclusion
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that “dark matter is present with a much greater density than luminous matter” is
confirmed by measurements of the galaxies velocities that underline an excess of mass
on the cluster, more than he could see.
Coma cluster, for example, is so large and it is representative for the universe. It
is composed of roughly 1000 galaxies. This is one of the objects that have been studied
quite extensively by analyses of X-Ray gas temperature as well as studies of the
constituent mass content of the cluster by X-Ray emission analysis and radial velocities
of the member galaxies. The measurements of the amount of mass in stars, hot gas and
total mass were reported by White et al. within a radius of   [3]:





where  "

       



       

     !  

#
$$%& '( )*+ '(

is the parameterized value of the Hubble Constant,

and  is between
,$ . The conclusion of this study is that the contribution of 
13-26% which means that the dominant mass component of the cluster has no visible
signature.

),*²;5D\LPDJHRI&RPD&OXVWHU> @
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*DODFWLFURWDWLRQFXUYHVRIVSLUDO*DOD[LHV
The explanation from the rotation curve of a galaxy remains one of the leading
proofs of dark matter existence today. This can be represented by a graph that plots the
orbital velocity of the stars or gas in the galaxy as a function of distance from the center
of the galaxy. Analyzing the curves, the galaxy rotation problem is the discrepancy
between the observed rotation speeds of matter in the disk portions of spiral galaxies
(FIG. 2.3 – solid line) and the predictions of Newtonian dynamics considering the
known mass (FIG. 2.3 – dashed line). The discrepancy is due to the dark matter that
permeates and extends into the galaxy´s halo (FIG. 2.3 – dashed & dotted line).

),*  ² 5RWDWLRQ FXUYH RI D VSLUDO JDOD[\ 1*&  7KH SRLQWV UHSUHVHQW WKH URWDWLRQ YHORFLWLHV
PHDVXUHG DV D IXQFWLRQ RI GLVWDQFH IURP WKH FHQWHU RI WKH JDOD[\ 7KH FRQWULEXWLRQV WR WKH URWDWLRQDO
YHORFLWLHVGXHWRWKHOXPLQRXVDQGJDVDUHUHSUHVHQWHGE\WKHGDVKHGDQGGRWWHGOLQHVUHVSHFWLYHO\>@
The orbital velocity distribution should agree with Kepler law:
/ 0
-. 

/
/

The equation 2.1 can be solved, so the velocity expression is:
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If / would be equal to 

/ 0
.1
2
/



for / 3 /45 then an absence of dark matter is justified.

This means that the velocity would decrease as 6



once the radius / becomes greater

than /45 ; /45 is the visible edge of the galaxy,  is the mass, / is the radius and . is
the orbital velocity. This can be true only if the dominant matter component in the
galaxy is characterized by the luminous matter observed in the galaxy. In the expression
2.2, ./ 7 89:;<9; for what can be measured, and this implies the dark matter
existence with a density = /  and the mass inside proportional with/.

*UDYLWDWLRQDOOHQVLQJRIJDOD[LHVFOXVWHUV
Nowadays, scientists believe that dark matter provides the scaffolding of all
shapes of galaxy clusters and super-clusters. Big telescopes are built to map its
distribution in the Universe [5]. So, going to the scale of galactic clusters even greater
evidence of dark matter can be seen.
Clowe et al. used weak lensing observations made with Hubble Telescope to
map the gravitational potential of 1E0657-588 cluster merger object [4]. An example of
the measurement can be seen in the images below (FIG. 2.4). The phenomenon of
focusing photons in all bands caused by dense localization of matter is known as
gravitational lensing. In figure below (FIG. 2.4), the green contour is mapping the
locations of lensing. Lensing in the visible band causes objects in the lensing path to
appear brighter than they are. In the analysis of weak lensing small systematic
distortions of the elliptical background shape of galaxies are used in terms of mass
distribution reconstruction in the lensing foreground cluster. On the other hand, the
strong lensing is a case of gravitational lensing where a single item in the source plane
consists of many images and arcs.

&RVPLF0LFURZDYH%DFNJURXQG &0% 
CMB represent a very uniform background of photons in all directions on the
sky with a spectral distribution comparable to a black body spectrum at 2.73K. At the
beginning, the temperature of the Universe was high for matter to be ionized and
photons propagate freely. As the universe expanded and cooled matter de-ionized and
photons could propagate and decoupled from the matter. What is detected today is the
microwave length of free photons that have ‘red-shifted’ as the universe continues to
expand up to now.
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By measuring the precise temperature of CMB today, information of energy
density on decoupling times can be found. This is what the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) contains (see FIG. 2.5): precise measurements of CMB on
entire sky, yielding maps of mass distribution in the early Universe, both total matter
density and baryonic matter density. The analysis of all the data collected by WMAP in
7 years [6] shows that matter component is >&   ?  @ and the baryonic
component is >A   B   so, baryonic matter that matches luminous
mass measurements, only contributes 18% from total matter density in the universe. The
remaining matter must be non-baryonic so, non-luminous.

),*0DSRIWKHJUDYLWDWLRQDOSRWHQWLDORIWKH%XOOHW&OXVWHU(IURP>@

),*$QJXODU6SHFWUXPRIWKH&0%$QLVRWURS\>@
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Combining all the information collected by WMAP, observational evidence
from galactic rotation curves, gravitational lensing measurements and all the others
evidences of dark matter, the standard cosmological model show the universe
composition of 4% ordinary matter (17% from total matter), 24% dark matter and
remaining 72% dark energy (FIG. 2.1).

'DUN0DWWHUFDQGLGDWHV
From many of the dark matter candidates: from brown dwarfs to black holes and
even magnetic monopoles, three of the most motivated examples will be discussed in
this section.

%DU\RQLFSDUWLFOHV
This type of dark matter candidate represents matter composed of quarks and
electrons but does not radiate strongly in the electromagnetic spectrum. Examples of
this category are the primordial black holes that have significantly reduced mass
compared to standard black holes [7]. Name of primordial came because they formed
the prior of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) onset.

7KHD[LRQVDQGWKHIDLOHGQHXWULQRFDQGLGDWH

Axions, particles with very small mass7 CD , were originally proposed by
Wilczek [8] to solve the Charge-Parity problem of Quantum Chrome Dynamics (QCD).

Other particles that have mass are not considered to be viable Cold Dark Matter
particle. For example the neutrino is out of the candidates because it is a relativistic
particle. With a high speed of moving it is impossible to form aggregates. Dark matter
particles form structures in the universe as gravitational centers where luminous matter
can condense. Neutrinos interactions with other particles at very high energies, allow
them to redistribute their energy in such a way as to always be in thermal equilibrium. A
value of >E F much smaller than >G) F  assumed to dark matter abundance
was found by the observations from Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [9], WMAP and
2 degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) [10]. This is why neutrino is not
considered dark matter particle.
Axions, on the other hand, would be very weakly interacting and would never
have had the opportunity to reach thermal equilibrium. Scientists considered that axions
have been created non-thermally, in a very cold state, with low velocities and would
behave like very massive particles and thus they are non-relativistic. They would clump
and gravitate toward each other and provide a viable dark matter candidate.
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The axions interactions make it difficult to detect. An experimental strategy in
which a cavity is subjected to a static magnetic field can be used. Axions would be very
light so we would expect to have very large number of them, even in a small region of
space. They interact with the magnetic field and decay into microwave photons through
a process known as Primakov effect. Scanning then the cavity it would be possible to
catch any possible decay signature. Details on the detection of axions by X-Ray
conversion in the presence of strong magnetic field can be read in reference [11].

6XSHUV\PPHWULFSDUWLFOHV
Following the success of particle physics in constructing a unified theory of the
electromagnetic and weak forces, beginning with 1970s, many ideas have emerged on
how to combine them with the strong force into one simple picture, postulating a new
symmetry named SUperSYmmetry (SUSY).
Supersymmetry is a fundamental symmetry between fermions and bosons.
These two behave very differently: while bosons like to occupy states very similar to
each other, fermions are not allowed to do this, because of the Pauli’s exclusion
principle. In the standard model, all the forces are bosons while almost all the
fundamental particles, except the Higgs particle are fermions. So, in the supersymmetrical nature, for each of the fermions there is a partner or ‘superpartner’, which
is a boson.
Although the fundamental theory may indeed be super-symmetrical, the
symmetry is broken at the energies where we live and create experiments. This happens
in the standard model of the electromagnetic and weak forces. In this case, the supersymmetrical partners are much heavier than the particle we ‘see’ so, we will need to
perform experiences at very high energies in order to create these particles. Then the
super-symmetrical theory become a viable candidate and host for new particle, one or
more, that could account for dark matter.
One example of dark matter candidate generated by supersymmetry is the
neutralino, a heavy, long-lived particle. Such particles would have to be heavy enough
so represent an appreciable contribution to the mass density in the universe. Long-lives
seem to have not decayed away by today. Neutralinos would be very weakly interacting
and constantly streaming through normal matter. The permeability for this form of dark
matter would make it extremely hard to detect, requiring for very sensitive experiments.
An experiment which can detect dark matter should be very sensitive to any other
particle on the Earth. The trick then is to discriminate, to select, the dark matter signal
from the irrelevant signals due to everything else.
One of the main unsolved problems of cosmology is what dark matter is or how
to see it? Many other theories have merits, but we take this one to test the validity and
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behavior of one such weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), using the most
sensitive experimental technique that will be presented in detail in the next sections.

7KH:,03
Since no Standard Model particle has the right properties to be a dark matter
particle, the work purpose of this thesis is to contribute to a detailed analysis of one
such theory and test experimentally its validity. A motivated candidate is WIMP
(Weakly Interacting Massive Particle), a stable particle arising naturally in theories with
extra dimensions or supersymmetry.
These supersymmetric WIMPs have interaction cross sections of approximately
weak strength. Their interactions produce fermion – anti-fermion pairs, gauge bosons of
the weak interactions or the Higgs Bosons. At the beginning, WIMPs were part of the
primordial soup composition along with the standard model particles, kept in thermal
equilibrium by constant creation – annihilation process (FIG. 2.6).
While the ambient of the Universe dropped below the mass of the WIMP
HI J -K  ;L-C M  : they began to drop out of thermal equilibrium. While the
universe expand and cools quickly, the weakness of their annihilation cross section led
to an essential halt of annihilation, effect known as Freezout (see FIG. 2.7) [12]. The
result of this effect is the Relic Density of WIMPS in the universe.

),*6RPHRIWKHPRVWLPSRUWDQW)H\QPDQGLDJUDPVIRUQHXWUDOLQRDQQLKLODWLRQ>@
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Two general branches, regarding WIMPs experimental searches, are used; one
of them is the indirect look for the signature of dark matter annihilation in the universe
(Fermi, Veritas and AMS-2 experiments) but, in this work we will focus on the last type
of experiments looking for direct search of dark matter interactions using a target
material in a detector. These experiments with recent significant progress are well
developed. The WIMPs are neutral and we are expecting them to interact with the target
material nuclei (nuclear recoil interaction, NR) while, the main background comes from
electromagnetic interactions of gammas and electrons with the atomic electrons
(electron recoil interaction, ER). So, the background needs to be reduced as much as
possible to increase the detector sensitivity to WIMPs.

),*  ² &RPRYLQJ 1XPEHU 'HQVLW\ DV D IXQFWLRQ RI :,03 0DVV ² 7HPSHUDWXUH 5DWLR 7KH VROLG OLPH
UHSUHVHQWVWKHHTXLOLEULXPDEXQGDQFHRIWKH:,03VLQWKHHDUO\XQLYHUVH7KHGDVKHGOLQHVVKRZWKHHIIHFW
RIWKHLQWHUDFWLRQFURVVVHFWLRQ5HOLFGHQVLW\GHFUHDVHZLWKLQFUHDVLQJLQWHUDFWLRQFURVVVHFWLRQ>@
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:,03LQWHUDFWLRQ
To study the interaction in a target for WIMPs implies an analysis on the elastic
spin dependent and spin independent components with an experimental system designed
to measure one or the other, and in some cases both of these components.
In any target we are writing the differential interaction rate as:
NO Q$ 4VWX NS

R
.\. N.2
NP -K 4YZ[ NTUT

where:










B

-K is the WIMP mass;
. is the WIMP speed in the galaxy;
\. is the speed distribution of WIMP in the galaxy
Q$  B0CD] - is the local dark matter density;
.^ +  H-]: is the WIMPs escape velocity in the Milky Way;
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P   & is the recoil energy;
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-e is the nucleus mass;
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is the differential cross section.

In case of the spin independent interaction due to a coherent scatter off of the
nucleus, the differential cross section is given by
S$
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where:






S$ is the nuclear scattering cross section for the 0 momentum transfer;
- is the reduced mass of the WIMP nucleus system;
h  P is the nuclear form factor.

In general the speed distribution is chosen to be a Maxwellian function. Taking
into account the relative motion of earth and sun in the galaxy, i^ and the escape
velocity of WIMPs, the integral will become
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where .  H-]: is the sun speed relative to the center of the galaxy and
.^ +
.^ +
.^ +
H  H$ vC/\ n
p
Cr s  tw 2
.$
.$
.$ jk

?

The cross section for 0 momentum is given by
S$xy 
where
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{ is the number of protons in the nucleus;
| is the number of nucleons;
\* is the proton coupling;
\_ is the neutron coupling.

For the approximation \*  \_  \e the relation (2.7) will be written in terms of proton
section S* for coherent scattering


S$   | s t S* 2
-*


@

So, the differential interaction rate (2.3) for spin independent scatters will be
written as
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and the enhancement factor has the form of expression 2.10:
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If we write  " \* *  o \_ _  then we obtain the following expression:



e 

@ 
  o  
k

In the table below (TABLE 2.1), the values of *2  o  for sample target
materials are included, where  is the total nuclear spin and *  and_  are the
expectation values of spin for the protons and neutrons in the target nucleus.
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7$%/(²([SHFWDWLRQYDOXHVIRUWKHSURWRQDQGQHXWURQVSLQLQWDUJHWPDWHULDOVLQDFFRUGDQFH
ZLWK>@
Nucleus
7

Li



Odd Nucleon

 

 

2  o 

3/2

p

0.497

0.004

0.406

F

1/2

p

0.441

-0.109

0.855

23

Na

3/2

p

0.248

0.020

0.089

73

Ge

9/2

n

0.009

0.372

0.105

1/2

n

0.001

0.287

0.178

I

5/2

n

0/309

0.075

0.084

129

Xe

1/2

n

0.208

0.359

0.232

131

Xe

3/2

n

-0.009

-0.227

0.057

19

125

Te

127

1XFOHDU5HFRLO6SHFWUXPDQG$QQXDO0RGXODWLRQ
The differential scattering rate in any detector for different target nuclei for the
WIMP mass and a cross section can be calculated. For low energies, the heavy targets,
like Xenon, give the largest rate but, for high energies more sensitive is germanium
(targets with lower mass) (FIG. 2.8). The figure represents the computation for nuclear
recoil spectrum for a particular target medium. The plot is represented in units
ofC.C9;:H N<  .

),*²6SLQLQGHSHQGHQWVFDWWHULQJUDWHIRUVHYHUDOWDUJHWV>@
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Another subject to be addressed is the prediction of the annual modulated WIMP
recoil signal since the velocity of the Earth relative to the velocity of the WIMP will
change in time. Assuming Maxwell distribution of WIMP velocities we can write:
\.2 .^  C

where



c

4
4
V
4c 

.^   o  k  H-:  B
- .^ is the velocity of the Earth

-  is the elapsed time C</:

Accurate quantifications are given by Lewin and Smith in [18].

:,03GLUHFWGHWHFWLRQDQGH[SHULPHQWV
Assuming that a typical WIMP has a mass 100 times heavier than a proton,
models of dark matter in the Milky Way predict that ten billion WIMPs pass through
one meter of Earth every second. Since the WIMPs have such a small interaction cross
section with ordinary matter, their interaction would be quite rare. A very sensitive
detector would be capable to direct detect these particles by measuring the nuclear
recoils interactions. Depending on the detection medium, that should be dense, the
energy could be measured from photons, ionization or scintillation signals.
The direct detection implies also an undergrounded operation in terms of
reducing as much as possible the nuclear recoils produced by cosmic ray muons. For
example, the flux of muons at the surface of the Earth is -89:- :  in the
National Laboratory at Gran Sasso Italy, while inside underground laboratory, where
XENON experiment is located the muon flux is reduced to-89- :  .
Presently there are a reasonable number of experiments running and/or being
designed to detect dark matter directly. The main experiments in the field are now
testing the regions where many SUSY dark matter theories predict the existence of
neutralino since this particle is yet definitively detected. In the figure below, FIG. 2.9,
the last plot of spin independent cross section is represented as a function of WIMP
mass for many of the experiments searching for dark matter.

The cross section sensitivity of each experiment is defined by the limit curve as
a function of the WIMP mass. As shown in the figure below, best results regarding the
spin independent search had been achieved by LUX, XENON and CDMS
collaborations. All these experiments look for signatures of nuclear recoils, which are
characteristic of WIMPs coherently scattering off the target material nucleus.
The ultimate sensitivity of XENON collaboration for spin independent WIMPnucleon scattering it was   ͷͶͺͻ - at ͻ0CD]  WIMP mass after analysis of last
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225 Live Days of data [19]. XENON, LUX and ZEPLIN IIIexperiments use a dualphase xenon time projection chamber (TPC) that monitors the light and charge signals
of interactions within the xenon. The charge to light ratio gives a discrimination of
electron recoils and position reconstruction based on the charge drift time and on the
2D-scintillation readout.
Some of the advantages of the liquid xenon detectors are that they are easily
scalable and have high density of the target. Cross sections exclusion limits as low as
ͷͶͺͽ - are expected for the future XENON1T detector, LXe double-phase TPC with
a fiducial mass ofͳͲͲͲ, which is already in construction phase in the same
underground laboratory from Italy, where the previous detectors XENON10 and
XENON100 (still ongoing) hunt for WIMPs since 2005 [19, 20].

),*²&URVVVHFWLRQOLPLWDVDIXQFWLRQRI:,03PDVV7KHPRVWUHFHQWO\HVWDEOLVKHGOLPLWLVIURP/8;
([SHULPHQW EOXHOLQH FRUUHVSRQGLQJWRDYDOXHRI ?  ! -DW BB0CD]  :,03PDVVWKH
EOXH EDQG UHSUHVHQWV WKH S H[SHFWDQF\ RI WKH EOXH FXUYH WKH RWKHU YDULRXV OLQHV UHSUHVHQW WKH
VHQVLWLYLW\ DFKLHYHG E\ WKH RWKHU H[SHULPHQWV DV IROORZLQJ UHG OLQH IRU  OLYH GD\V RI ;(121
([SHULPHQW RUDQJH OLQH IRU  OLYH GD\V RI ;(121 ([SHULPHQW JUHHQ OLQH IRU &'06 ,, ([SHULPHQW
PDJHQWDOLQHIRU=(3/,1,,,([SHULPHQWDQGGDUN\HOORZOLQHIRU(GHOZHLVV,,([SHULPHQW>@









CHAPTER 3
Xenon as WIMP detection target

The detectors aimed to detect WIMPs are being constructed from a variety of
materials. Dual phase Xenon has several advantageous properties to allow competitive
dark matter searches. In this chapter I will underline all the qualities of this detection
target, from physical properties up to more specifically characteristics related to its
capacity to transform the energy into a measurable signal and also its profound ability
of self-shielding the incident irradiation.

3.1 Xenon – physical properties
Xenon is one of the noble gases with a very small concentration in the Earth
atmosphere (~0.1ppm) and also the heaviest non-radioactive noble element. Xenon is an
expensive gas, its price is ~2500$/kg, and it is obtained in industry by the air
liquefaction and separation into oxygen and nitrogen. The resulting oxygen mixture
contains both Krypton and Xenon gases that are separated by distillation.
There are a number of properties that make Xenon a good choice of detection
medium. Liquid Xenon (LXe) has a high density and a high atomic number (see table
3.1). As a liquid it provides a homogeneous volume and moderate cryogenic
requirements, and as a result, the volume of the detectors is scalable to large mass. Since
(see previous chapter) Xenon is
the WIMP nucleon cross section scales with
favorable for WIMP interactions providing a low recoils energy threshold. As a benefit
of its high atomic number, Liquid Xenon is a very good absorber of energy from
charged particles and γ-ray photons. The table below shows some of the important
properties of liquid Xenon, related to particle detection.
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TABLE 3.1 – Physical properties of Liquid Xenon
Material properties

Value and Unit

Atomic Number

Conditions

54

Atomic Weight

131

Boiling Point

165.1

1

Melting Point

161.4

1

Liquid Density ρ

More useful if above
161.4

2.98

In liquid

2.77

Radiation Length
Refractive Index

In liquid at 178

1.6 ÷ 1.72

TABLE 3.2 – Abundance of Xe isotopes [22]
Isotope

Abundance
(%)

Isotope

Abundance (%)

124

Xe

0.096

131

Xe

21.18

126

Xe

0.090

132

Xe

26.89

128

Xe

1.92

134

Xe

10.44

129

Xe

26.44

136

Xe

8.87

130

Xe

4.08

Xenon has no long lived radioactive isotopes and can be made extremely radiopure. This makes Xenon an attractive detection medium for rare searches. The isotopic
composition of natural Xenon contains nine stable isotopes. Two of these isotopes,
129
Xe and 131 Xe, have high abundance and non-zero nuclear spin, and thus these
isotopes can be used to probe the WIMP spin dependent interaction. Table 3.2 contains
the abundance values of all nine isotopes of natural xenon composition.

3.2 Interaction processes in LXe
It is known that liquid Xenon is a good scintillator, emitting UV photons
at 178 . When a particle interacts with the Xenon target, the transferred energy is
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split between ionization and excitation processes. In the absence of an electric field, the
ionization component recombines, and along with the excitation component, emits the
UV photons through the excimer state as it decay back to the ground state. The resulting
scintillation light is not absorbed by Xenon atoms, so it can be collected by photo
multiplier tubes (PMTs). Some of the ionization components does not recombine if the
electric field is applied so, an independently collection from the light is allowed [23].
Another very important characteristic of LXe that gave its importance as very
effective detection medium is the stopping power for electronic interactions, so the
detection medium itself acts as a shield from external radiation, due to its high density.
This means that in the center of the target can be defined an inner volume with a very
low interaction rate called fiducial volume, a volume that will exclude most of the
background interactions.

3.2.1 Types of interactions in LXe
3.2.1.1 X-ray and γ-ray interactions
X-rays and γ-rays interact with Xe atoms through photoelectric absorption,
Compton scattering and pair production. These processes occur with formation of
energetic electrons and positrons, and will lose energy by excitation and production of
excited atoms and electron-ion pairs. Regarding the Compton case, the scattered γ-ray
will continue the energetic exchange by subsequent interactions. In the section 3.2.2.2
the effects of this kind of interactions in xenon are explained.

3.2.1.2 Neutron interactions
One of the remarkable consequences of quantum mechanics is that matter can
have both particle and wave – like nature. The neutron is no exception from this. In
neutron scattering experiments, neutrons behave as particles when they are created, as
waves when they scatter and again as particles when they are detected [24].
Since the neutron interactions consist in an important background for dark
matter detection, below are described several of its properties useful also to understand
better the data analysis performed in XENON experiment presented in chapter 5.
The neutron is a nuclear particle with a mass rather close to that of the proton:
= 1.675 × 10$ % &

(3.4)

The neutron does not exist naturally in free form, but decays into a proton, an
electron and an anti-neutrino.
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The neutron life-time ) = 886* is much longer than the time of the neutron
within a scattering experiment, where each neutron spends merely a fraction of a
second. The neutron is electrically neutral but still possesses a magnetic moment:
+ = ,+-

(3.5)

where , = −1.913 is the neutron magneto-gyric ratio and the nuclear magneton is
given by
+- =
where ℎ5 is Plank reduced constant, ℎ5 =

1
/0

(3.6)
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and

7

is the proton mass.

The neutron magnetic moment is coupled anti-parallel to its spin, which has the
value:
*=

8

(3.7)

The neutron interacts with nuclei via the strong nuclear force and with magnetic
moment via the electromagnetic force. Consequences of these interactions are scattering
and absorption of neutrons.
Neutrons can be produced in a number of ways, e.g. as products of cosmic rays
or radioactive decay of heavy nuclei.
For the understanding of neutron scattering we need to introduce a term which
describes the scattering of a neutron beam [25]. The flux of a neutron beam is defined
as:

:2;/< => /:?<= @ A27A BA B = C @:<>CD/ 7/< @/D= E

9 = @:<>CD/ C</C 7/<7/

EAD:FC< ?= ?0/ /:?<= ;/C2 EA</D?A=

(3.8)

Since a neutron has no charge, it can easily enter into a nucleus and cause a
reaction. Neutrons interact primarily with the nucleus of an atom, except in the special
case of magnetic scattering where the interaction involves the neutron spin and the
magnetic moment of the atom. Unlike the proton, interactions with the atomic electrons
are not significant so that only neutron-nucleus reactions need to be considered.
Neutron reactions can take place at any energy, so one has to pay particular
attention in the energy variation of the interaction cross section. For a given energy
region, not all the possible reactions are equally important. Which reaction is important
depends on the target nucleus and the neutron energy.
The most important types of neutron interactions are:
( , ) − elastic scattering; there are two processes, potential scattering which is neutron
reaction at the surface of the nucleus (no penetration) as in a billiard ball – like
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collision, and resonance scattering which involves the formation and decay of a
compound nucleus;
( , ,) − radiative capture; the incident neutron enters the target nucleus forming a
compound nucleus. The compound nucleus then decay to its ground state by gamma
emission.
( , ´) − inelastic scattering; this reaction involves the excitation of nuclear levels.
( , H), ( , I), … − charged particle emission;
( , K) − fission; one of the most important interactions, in which the nucleus that
absorbs the neutron actually splits into two similarly sized parts.
Elastic scattering is the simplest process in neutron interactions. This is an
important process because it is the primary mechanism by which neutrons lose energy;
from the instant they are emitted as fast neutrons in a fission event to when they appear
as thermal neutrons. In this case there is no excitation of the nucleus. Whatever energy
is lost by the neutrons is gained by the recoiling target nucleus. The type and nature of
reaction varies with neutron energy. Elastic scattering and radiative capture reactions
have no threshold for any target nucleus and are therefore dominant in the low energy
region.
Inelastic scattering is the process by which the incoming neutron excites the
target nucleus, so it leaves the ground state and goes to an excited state and energy
above the ground state. In the case of scattering, the only way energy can be supplied is
through the kinetic energy of incoming particle (neutron). If we want to know what is
the minimum energy required for the reaction, the threshold energy, we look to the
situation where no energy is given to the outgoing particle, so, the minimum kinetic
energy required for reaction is always greater than the excitation energy of the nucleus.
Neutron interactions that produce low energy gamma rays are useful to calibrate
large volume LXe detectors (see more information in the chapter 4). Neutron inelastic
interactions do not constitute a background for the dark matter search because the
nuclear recoils are accompanied by gamma rays energies out of the region of interest.
On the other hand, the elastic interactions represent an important background for
WIMP searches and its occurrence should be reduced as much as possible. These
interactions are produced by fast neutrons that are multiple scattering in large volume
targets and can be rejected by defining specific cuts (see more information in data
analysis section from chapter 5).

3.2.2 The measurable signal
As mentioned earlier, one of the most important properties of Liquid Xenon as
target is its ability to transform the absorbed energy into a detectable and measurable
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signal. This section presents the principles of signal production by the scintillation and
ionization processes.

3.2.2.1 The scintillation signal (primary scintillation)
The scintillation signal is produced after the creation of the excited
atoms L ∗ and the electron-ion pairs L N + $ . The excited atoms can create the
excimers L ∗ (excited molecular states), by colliding with Xe atoms. The excimers
decay to the ground state and produce the scintillation light ℎP:
L

∗

→ 2L + ℎP

(3.10)

Xe is one of the fastest scintillators; the spectrum of LXe scintillation photons is
in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range at 178nm that corresponds to an energy of 7eV
and 13nm FWHM [26].
The production of the scintillation signal depends on many factors and different
types of ionizing radiation in LXe. The electric field is reducing the scintillation yield
because the recombination is reduced.
In case of a complete recombination process, i.e. one excited atom produces one
scintillation photon and the recombined electron-ion pair produces one scintillation
photon, the average energy to produce a photon, R70 can be written as:
R70 =

S
TA + T/U

(3.11)

where TA is the number of electron-ion pairs, T/U is the number of excited atoms and S
is the recoil energy that can be defined as
S = TA RA

(3.12)

where RA is the necessary energy to produce one electron-ion pair. For LXe has the
value is 15.6 V.
In this case, the equation 3.11 can be written as:
R70 =

RA
T
1 + T/U
A

(3.13)

Different experimental studies [27, 28] estimate variations of

-WX
-Y

from 0.06 to

0.2 that lead to R70,2CU = 13.8 ± 0.9 V.
So, assuming full recombination and no bi-excitonic quenching [29], for
relativistic heavy ions, the maximum scintillation yield, [\ , in LXe i.e. the number of
photons produced per unit energy or the average energy required to produce a
scintillation photon, is estimated to be, as we present above, 13.8eV.
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The energy measurements of dark matter particles from LXe detectors are not
obtained using directly the scintillation signal because the precise absolute scintillation
yield is difficult to be reached. Related to this problem we are introducing a factor of
converting the scintillation signals to nuclear recoils, ]/>> (the relative scintillation
efficiency of nuclear recoils) defined as:
]/>> =

[\,-^
[\,_^

(3.14)

where [\,-^ is the scintillation yield of nuclear recoils (NR) and [\,_^ is the
scintillation yield of electronic recoil (ER) using using γ-rays at 122keV energy from a
57
Co source and without any electric field.
Figure 3.1 shows the fit along several experiments dedicated to measure ]/>> .

FIG. 3.1 – Global fit with all measured data for ]/>> [30]

The scintillation collection efficiency should be increased by constructing the
LXe detectors with high VUV reflecting materials as PTFE. Measurements of this
material reflectivity in LXe reached a maximum value of 95% [31].

3.2.2.2 The ionization signal
LXe is the detection medium with the largest ionization yield, requiring an
average energy of 15.6eV for producing the electron-ion pairs. The electrons produced
by ionizing radiation can be drifted for long distances as it happens in XENON100
experiment (~30cm) or in the future XENON1T experiment (~1m). The drift velocity
depends on the applied electric filed for low values and it saturate for high values.
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To be able to measure this signal, the electron recombination should be stopped
by applying the external electric field and electrons drifting through detection medium
should not attach to electronegative impurities. Attaching to impurities, the ions formed
are drifting much slower, implying the reduction of charge signal. The time spent by an
electron before attaching to an electronegative impurity is named electron lifetime and
depends on impurity concentration. LXe should be continuously purified; the main
electronegative impurity responsible for electron attachment is ` . Other details about
target purification, so necessary in this case, are presented in chapter 4 and 5.
In the GXe phase if a strong electric field is applied, drifting electrons can
acquire enough energy between collisions with Xe atoms, to exite the atoms and to
produce scintillation light. This effect is named electroluminescence or proportional
scintillation, since the light produced is proportional to the number of electrons drifting
(see FIG. 3.2).

FIG. 3.2 – Example of electroluminescence production principle

For detectors that are using dual phase Xe, liquid and gas, it is possible to ionize
in the liquid phase (drift region) and then to drift the electrons into the gas phase
(amplification or electroluminescence region). When radiation is absorbed in the drift
region (of weak electric field) then the ionization electrons drift into the
electroluminescence region (of a moderately high electric field) where each electron is
accelerated, exciting but not ionizing the gas atoms or molecules. The excited atoms
decay, emitting UV light or secondary scintillation with an intensity two or three order
of magnitude stronger than the primary scintillation (presented in previous section).
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In xenon, electroluminescence (EL) occurs for a fairly wide range of S/H where
S is the electric field corresponding to the process, and H is the pressure of the gas. For
the constant, uniform S/H and total voltage V, the total gain η , for EL, is the number of
photons generated per electron:
b=

V
V70

(3.15)

where V70 is the average potential to generate one photon for the given S/H [32]. In the
region of intense electric field between the two metallic grids, the electroluminescence
signal is expected to spread over about 2µs, given that the drift electron velocity is
2−3
/+* [33].
The electroluminescence light is peaked at 178 nm (it has the same nature of the
primary scintillation UV) and is emitted isotropically. Good reflectivity of the detector
walls will ensure that approximately a half of photons will reach the readout plane
behind the electroluminescence grid, and the other half will reach the opposite readout
plane, and the light (on the readout planes) is distributed in the same way.
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CHAPTER 4
The XENON100 Experiment

The nature of dark matter and dark energy which account for >96% of the
universe density [34, 35], is one of the most fundamental question in physics. As stated
before in section 2.2, the leading candidates for dark matter are relic particles from the
Big Bang known as WIMPs. Such particles are also predicted by extensions of the
standard model of particle physics, such as SUSY [36, 37].
If WIMPs exist, they must constitute the dominant mass in the Milky Way, and,
though they only very rarely interact with conventional matter, should nonetheless be
detectable by sufficiently sensitive detectors on Earth. To cover this, it will be required
an increase in sensitivity from the actual rate limit of ~0.1 evts/kg/day to less than 1
evts/ton/yr, demanding raising detector mass and exposure, coupled to an improved
rejection of radioactive and cosmic backgrounds.
Cryogenic noble liquids, such as argon and xenon, offer the best prospects for
detectors with large mass and background rejection capabilities. In the XENON Dark
Matter experiment, the simultaneous detection of ionization and scintillation in a liquid
Xenon (LXe) 3-D position sensitive time projection chamber (TPC) is used to identify
nuclear recoils produced by WIMPs and neutrons as well as electron recoils produced
by gamma and beta background. The results from the XENON R&D pointed to a
rejection efficiency of 99%.
On the other hand, the event localization with millimeter resolution and the selfshielding capability of a large, homogeneous and dense liquid volume, provide
additional background discrimination, unique to cryogenic liquid TPCs.
XENON Experiment started with a 10kg order fiducial mass prototype
(XENON10) at Gran Sasso underground Laboratory [38], in Italy. Together with results
from other smaller detectors, the performance of this first generation of TPCs
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demonstrated the capability of the XENON approach for dark matter detection. With a
nuclear recoil threshold of 10 keV, lower than originally proposed, XENON10 has
reached in 2007 a sensitivity limit of ~2 10
, comparable to the best published
limit by CDMS II [39] at that time.
Based on these results and progress, XENON Collaboration proposed to pass to
the next phase of the XENON original project, with the realization of a 100kg order
fiducial mass detector (XENON100), to probe a spin independent WIMP-nucleon
scattering cross section limit of 2 10
[19] The detector is essentially a scaled
up volume version of XENON10, by a factor of ~10.
In this chapter the specific properties and techniques used in the XENON100
detector, to increase the sensitivity and to reduce significantly the background, as well
as the description of the experiment design, subsystems and calibration procedures, are
presented, as Coimbra group is also part of this effort. The contribution for the data
analysis and the dark matter search results obtained are specially outlined in the next
chapter.

4.1 Detection principle used in the experiment
The XENON experiment works on the principle that a passing WIMP should
very occasionally bump into a xenon atom, a fat target with 54 protons and 54 electrons.
Such collision would release energy due to the atom recoil which can be detected by
sensitive instruments.

FIG. 4.1 – Detection principle: A prompt scintillation signal (S1) is produced from a primary interaction in
LXe, whereas a delayed, proportional signal (S2) is produced into the gas phase, after the drift and
extraction of electrons, originating from the ionisation of Xe. The S2/S1 ratio is used for electron and nuclear
recoil discrimination [40]
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This experiment uses LXe as target that is a very good scintillator. The
interaction processes in Xenon are of the excitation and ionization types. The excitation
process consists in one exited atom inducing the creation of an excited excimer Xe2* ,
which decays emitting VUV photons hν .
∗

+2
∗

→

→2

∗

+

+ℎ

(4.1)
(4.2)

This is the prompt scintillation (S1) which can be seen by PMTs immersed in the
LXe since quartz windows are transparent to the 178nm peaked light. The technique
that this experiment involves is the use of a dual phase TPC to collect the small
ionization signals that cannot be read directly. A small gas gap (few mm) is present at
the top of detector. The electrons from the ionizations are drifted via an electric field
(0.53 / ) towards the gas phase where the field is strong enough (~12 / ) to
create a secondary scintillation signal (S2) pulse. The time delay between S1 and S2
allows the collection of both signals independently (see FIG. 4.1).

4.2 The XENON100 detector
4.2.1 XENON100 backgrounds
The detector of XENON100 experiment is located in the underground Gran
Sasso Laboratory at an approximate 1400m depth bellow the Abruzzo mountains.
Walking through cavernous halls midway on a 10 km long road tunnel (see fig. 4.2
below) one can see the XENON100 detector tucked away at the end of a small side
tunnel. It is the current detector with 162kg total Xe mass that followed the XENON10
phase of the XENON collaboration. XENON10 used a total of 15kg of liquid xenon as
detection medium, obtaining competitive results with liquid xenon target.
XENON100 detector is installed at LNGS (Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
Sasso) in Italy, since the spring of 2008.
In common with other experiments that aim to directly detect dark matter,
XENON experiment is housed underground for the rocks above it to shield from
particles and radiation such as cosmic rays from outer space that might otherwise
confuse the data. The challenge of XENON collaboration is to block as much as
possible this “background” and see what’s left.
XENON100 was designed to achieve an ultimate WIMP nucleon cross section of
~2 10
corresponding to an event rate of 0.05
in the nuclear recoil (NR)
"
energy region 10 − 40
(1
= 1 10
# $%&/ '/ ()/
). To achieve
this goal, we rely on material selection, effective electron recoil rejection and volume
fiducialization.
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FIG. 4.2 – LNGS underground laboratory structure and XENON100 location

For neutron induced backgrounds, we assume the muon flux at the Gran Sasso
Laboratory. XENON100 is installed in the passive shield and complemented by an
active LXe muon veto. The design of the detector is such that the contribution from
external (*, $) neutrons and gammas, as well as from neutrons and gammas emitted
from the shield itself, are subdominant (see tables below). We divide the background
sources in external and internal ones. External backgrounds originate from the
radioactivity of the underground cavern and from cosmic ray (muon) interactions.
Internal background originates from the detector and shield construction materials, as
well as from impurities (85Kr), double beta decays (136Xe) and cosmic activation of the
LXe itself.
Table 4.1 summaries the neutron background in XENON100: the total is well
below the expected WIMP rate of 0.05
at 10
energy threshold and a cross
section of ~2 10
. The neutron background is dominated by the muon induced
neutrons in the Pb shield. We have to specify that this result is not taking into account
the 99% muon veto power.
On the other side, the electron recoil background in XENON100 is dominated by
the PMTs radioactivity. Table 4.2 shows the values of the gamma background sources
in the detector. After applying the 99% electron recoil discrimination, we achieved a
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conservative rate of 0.018
rate.

, which is a factor of ~3 below the expected WIMP

TABLE 4.1 – Count rates for neutron backgrounds in the energy region 10-50keVr without 99% muon veto
power
Neutron background source
Neutrons from PMTs by (α,n)

Count rate
[mdru]
0.003

Neutrons from other detector components

0.001

External neutrons (rocks/concrete)

0.002

µ induced neutrons in the shield

0.008

HE µ induced neutrons in the rock

<0.003

TABLE 4.2 – Count rates for gamma backgrounds in the energy region 10-50keVr without 99% electron
recoil discrimination
Background source
γ's from PMTs

Count rate
[mdru]
1.0

γ's from other detector components

0.4

External γ's and γ's from shield

0.2

β's from 85Kr decays

0.2

Cosmic and β's from 2νββ decays

<0.05

4.2.2 The XENON100 detector TPC
In the figure below one can see the detector image: a typical position – sensitive
Xe TPC composed of an almost-cylindrical reflective Teflon (PTFE) surface with 30cm
height and 15cm radius and two PMTs arrays for the scintillation light detection. 98
PMTs are arranged in concentric circles at the TPC top for good position reconstruction
and 80 PMTs at the TPC bottom arranged as close as possible for optimal collection
efficiency.
For this detector PMTs (Hamamatsu R8520-06-Al, 1´´x1´´) with high quantum
efficiency (~24% %. ~35% /. 178$ ) and low radioactivity have been selected.
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Surrounding the main target, 63kg of LXe with another 64 PMTs act like an
active veto. One of the main advantages of the active veto is the reduction of
background rate in the entire target volume by 50%. The PTFE [43] cylinder reflects
scintillation light with high efficiency and optically separates the LXe target from the
veto. The Teflon is used also as electrical insulator.

FIG. 4.3 – Teflon cylindrical structure of the detector [41, 42]

The Teflon cylinder carries the resistive network and the high voltage (HV)
racetrack of 40 shaping rings, regularly spaced along the TPC wall ensuring the
homogeneity of the electric field in the liquid. The anode that is placed 5mm above the
gate provides the strong electric field, 12 needed for the electron extraction (see figure
4.5).
The gas gap, 2 is the distance between the anode and the liquid surface, where
the secondary scintillation photons are emitted. The wire meshes and top PMT array are
mounted in a cylinder closed on top but open at the bottom, which works like a “diving
bell’’ keeping the liquid level at a precise height, 3 (see figure 4.5 below). A positive
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pressure in the bell is provided by the gas returning from the continuous recirculation
system, to prevent level rising.

FIG. 4.4 – Left: Top PMTs array; right: Bottom PMTs array [41, 42]

Fig. 4.5 – The scheme of the top part of the TPC; green areas indicates the PTFE used as insulator and
reflector of VUV scintillation light [42]
The 14 = 0.53 /
field for drifting the ionization electrons across the 30
cm drift gap, that is produced between the cathode at negative potential and the
grounded gate grid, and the HV applied to anode for optimized electron extraction and
gas amplification fields are provided by a custom-designed feed-through which
emulates a Teflon HV coaxial cable. Commercial ceramic HV feed-through are highly
radioactive and their design is not appropriate for our detector.
The “diving bell” and the vessel enclosing the TPC structure with PMTs, are
made of ultra pure, oxygen free copper (OFHC). The detector is placed into a double
walled cryostat made of stainless steel (SS 316Ti), selected for its low activity
especially in 60Co (see FIG. 4.6).
To reduce the amount of radioactivity significantly, the instrumentation, in
particular all electrical feed-through and the cry-o-cooler, have been moved away from
the detector vessels and mounted outside the passive shield (FIG. 4.7). All feed-through
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for HV, signals, control lines, as well as gas and vacuum lines are mounted above the
top flange, via long extension tubes. The shield is composed by 5 cm of ultra-pure
OFHC copper, then 20 cm of polyethylene, 5 cm of low radioactivity lead and another
15 cm of standard lead and finally ~20 cm of water are shielding against neutrons on
four sides.

FIG. 4.6 – Photo of Xe100 cryostat [41, 42]

FIG. 4.7 – Image of water/ lead/
polyethylene/ copper shield [41, 42]

A Pulse Tube Refrigerator (PTR) is used to cool the detector, liquefying the gas
and keeping the liquid at the desired temperature.

4.2.3 Recirculation and purification system
The XENON100 detector requires a total of 162 kg of Xe, to fill the target and
the active veto. The gas can be stored in 4 aluminum cylinders, each bottle containing
8000 standard liters of GXe (~43kg) at 50atm pressure, interconnected by high pressure
valves (140atm). The bottles can be cooled with liquid nitrogen (LN2) during the
recuperation from the detector (see FIG. 4.8). The recirculation system was built in
collaboration between Coimbra and Columbia Universities (see FIG. 4.8).
Xenon is readily purified for most electronegative and radioactive impurities. To
do this, the liquid xenon from the bottom of the detector is evaporated in the gas line
and goes to the buffer volume of the recirculation system. The KNF diaphragm pump
circulates then the gas through the SAES heated getter purifier to reduce the
concentrations of H2O, O2, CO, CO2, N2, H2 and CH4 below 1 ppb. The recirculation
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flow is kept stable to ~5slpm (standard liter per minute) with a Teledyne flow
controller.

FIG. 4.8 – Xe recirculation system [42]

FIG. 4.9 – Kr purification system [41, 42]

FIG. 4.10 – Xe recuperation system [41, 42]
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The notable exception from the usual purification is the 85Kr radioactive isotope,
present in commercial Xe gas at ppm level. A serious background for dark matter search
is the beta decay of this isotope. In order to reduce the Kr to acceptable levels (ppt) a
small- scale cryogenic distillation column made by Taiyo-Nippon Sanso has been used
to purify the gas (see FIG. 4.9). It is 3 m tall and the purification speed is 0.6 '/ℎ. .
This kind of purification is done every beginning of data taking scientific run, when all
the xenon from the detector is recuperated in the 4 bottles and distillated through the
column. The recuperation system built in Coimbra can be seen in FIG.4.10.

4.2.4 Safety systems
The XENON100 experiment is running continuously, day and night, 7 days per
week, so it needs special attention. A set of activities should be done every day both in
the underground laboratory where the detector is located and also above ground. A set
of duties are assigned to the person taking care of the XENON100 detector for a
determined period of time.
Thanks to the Slow Control System, XENON00 detector can be kept under
remote observation 24h/day and running continuously in normal and safe conditions.
For emergency procedures associated with handling a large volume of cryogenic liquid
underground, an independent liquid nitrogen cooling system, controlled by the chamber
pressure is automatically activated (powered by a dedicated UPS) in case of emergency.
This emergency cooling keeps the detector in a safe state also in the extreme case of
total power failure and no access to the underground laboratory for ~24h. We note that
the large mass and thermal capacity of the detector stabilizes the temperature and the
pressure in the system against abrupt changes. We have verified that even in the case of
catastrophic cooling failure the thermal inertia will provide sufficient time to take the
needed safety actions in a controlled and safe fashion.

4.2.4.1 The Slow Control System
A Slow Control System (SCS) [44] is responsible for real-time monitoring and
controlling of different parameters. This system was built and continuously improved
by the Coimbra group.
Once xenon is present inside the chamber in liquid and gas phase, constantly recirculating through the purification system lines, the pressure inside detector is the most
important parameter to be monitored since the variations over the set limits of this
pressure will find out easily if the instability is created by one of the instruments in
charge of this operation. The pressure is monitored by a GT1600 sensor.
There are six important temperatures to be monitored: Pulse Tube Refrigerator
temperature and heat-link temperature (cold-finger) controlling xenon cooling and
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liquefying and 4 temperatures monitored inside the detector in different heights of the
TPC: top, bottom, below bell and inside bell. All the temperatures are read by a
controller (Lakeshore 340) which communicates with the SC server via an RS232
interface.
The cathode HV is controlled by a Heinzinger PNC 100000-3neg power supply.
This model can apply up to -100kV and 3 Amperes, and is applying on our detector 16kV.

FIG. 4.11 – The main window of the SC Client program

The SC system is capable of handling a large number of instruments for reading
and controlling. The whole structure of the slow control system is composed by both
hardware and software designed in the Object Oriented paradigm, coded on Java
language. The SC system consists of 3 main software components:
-

-

SC Server, is an application that runs in a computer underground (SC
machine) and locally records the physical parameters making them available
to the remote clients.
SC Client, is a graphical application that can run on any machine connected
to the internet. It is used for real time visualization, local recording and
customized local sound alarms. Figure 4.10 shows the main window of SC
Client.
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-

SC Alarms, is an application that continuously monitors the physical
parameters available on the SC Server, within a given range, issues periodic
status reports, as well as e-mail and SMS alarms. An external application
monitors the connection of both Alarms machines to the internet. It
periodically pings the Alarms machines and sends an e-mail notification if
the machine cannot be reached. In this way it is guaranteed the continuously
monitoring of all different layers of the structure.

FIG. 4.12 – Example: Absolute pressure (up) and heat-link temperature (down) registered by the SC system
in one of the last XENON100 runs [42]
The efficiency of the SC system is clearly visible in the XENON results. For the
Run10, of 225 live days of data, the detector has been in continuous operation for a total
of ~20 months and this is the first LXe detector in history to operate continuously for
such a long period of time. In the figure behind (FIG. 4.12) you can see the stability
plots of the absolute pressure and heat-link temperature in the period of the last run.
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4.2.5 Readout electronics and Data Acquisition (DAQ) system
The XENON100 TPC events feature a fast (few ns) pulse from direct scintillation
in the liquid (S1) and a slower (~μ&) pulse from proportional light in the gas (S2). The
two pulses occur within the maximum drift time of 200 μ& (2
/μ& electron drift
velocity in LXe). The DAQ system acquires full waveforms from the top and bottom
PMT arrays (see FIG. 4.13 below). The minimum sampling rate is given by the fast S1
signal. For optimal signal/noise ratio, a digitization rate of 100MHz is adequate. The
time scale for the event acceptance window is determined by twice the maximum
electron drift time, i.e. 400 μ& in total.

FIG. 4.13 – Example of waveform acquired by DAQ system, inside TPC (up) and veto region (down) [42]
For the dual phase operation of the TPC, we need a large dynamic range, since
the system must be able to handle single photoelectrons signals from direct scintillation
of a few keV gamma-rays, up to several thousand of photoelectrons for the amplified
charge in gas. The PMT signals are passed through variable-gain, low-noise amplifiers.
The signals are then digitized with 100MHz 14 bit resolution (CAEN V1724A). The
digitizer has dual-port buffer memories for dead time free operation and one Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) per channel for online data processing.
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FIG. 4.14 – Example of plot describing data acquisition during one of the scientific runs (Run10) [42]
The FPGA scans the data while they are stored into the buffer memory. When a
programmable threshold is crossed, a pointer to the memory location is stored. During
acquisition only the channels with detected signal are read, and for them only short time
windows (few μ&) around the detected hits are transferred. With this scheme a factor 50
in data reduction is easily attained with no loss in original data: also multiple events are
fully saved for later classification as background. A similar readout scheme was
successfully designed also for the LXeGRIT balloon-borne experiment [45]. We
implement a basic “majority” trigger, firing when a given number of channels go above
a predefined threshold: this allows trigger on either S1 or S2. This configuration has
been successfully tested. The generated trigger is then used to control the data readout.
In FIG. 4.14 can be seen the comparison between the amount of blinded dark
matter data and calibration data acquired in one of the scientific runs.

4.2.6 Calibration of XENON100 detector
A series of detailed calibrations are designed to provide the position
reconstruction, and the energy and recoil type of a given interaction. These calibrations
are described in this section.
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4.2.6.1 Position reconstruction
The reconstruction of the X-Y-Z position of an event is important for the
purposes of position dependent corrections. The position reconstruction is determined in
two steps.
The first one that implies the time difference between S1 and S2 is used for the
determination of the Z coordinate, calculated then, from the drift velocity of electrons
(~1.8
/μ&) and the drift time. There is a diffusive process affiliated with the drift,
but this should only modify the width of the S2, as the electron cloud centroid moves at
the drift velocity. The contribution from diffusion is therefore minimized by the drift
time as the time between the peaks of the S1 and S2 signals, which correspond to the
drift time of the electron cloud centroid. The resolution of the Z position determined by
the S2 width is estimated to be 7 2
.
The second step is for the reconstruction of X-Y coordinates. This is more
complicated as it is based on the hit pattern of S2 on the top PMTs array. Three different
algorithms, one of them based on a neural network, other in a vector regression and a
is
third on chi-squared minimization are developed and a resolution of 7 3
achieved. In FIG. 4.15 below you can see the XY position from both top and bottom
PMTs arrays information.

FIG. 4.15 – The XY amplitude of the signals from the both PMTs arrays [42]

4.2.6.2 LED calibration
All 242 PMTs in XENON100 detector are monitored. LED calibrations are
performed every week, using a pulsed LED, to ensure its performance and the gain
(ratio of charge output to charge input in the multiplication chain) is measured to
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convert all PMTs signals to photoelectrons (pe). The LED is situated outside of the
detector and the light is brought inside through optical fibers.

FIG. 4.16 – Typical PMT calibration spectrum; the left peak is the pedestral further right the PMT response
to the LED light is observed [42]

2

A typical LED spectrum can be seen in FIG. 4.16. The mean value of the gain is
10 9 / . More information can be found in [46].
8

4.2.6.3 Electron lifetime determination
The electron recoil energy scale, or electron equivalent energy, is measured in
units of keVee. To perform this calibration, a 137Cs source which emits 662
gammas
was used. The single gamma line allows for an absolute calibration of the energy scale
by fitting the full absorption peak of the spectrum to obtain the number of
photoelectrons per keVee. The high energy gammas penetrate the entire TPC performing
the position dependence correction.
As explained in the previous chapter, the electron lifetime depends on the
impurities. A distribution of S2 as a function of drift time can represent this absorption.
In FIG. 4.17 an example of electron lifetime calculation is presented for a 137Cs data set.
Weekly calibrations are performed to monitor the xenon purity. The electron
lifetime is increasing due to the continuous purification through the Xe
recirculation/purification system. In FIG. 4.18 a plot of the electron lifetime values
registered in one of the scientific runs (Run10) can be seen. The substantially lower
regions are due to maintenance operations. The decrease on electron lifetime is sudden
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while the improvement has an exponential trend depending on the total Xe mass and the
recirculation speed.

FIG. 4.17 – Distribution of single scatter events as a function of drift time; the attenuation of the signal
represents the electron attachments to impurities [42]

FIG. 4.18 – Exemple of the electron lifetime evolution during one of the scientific runs (Run10) [42]
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4.2.6.4 Electronic and nuclear recoil calibration
The detector responds differently to electron recoils and nuclear recoils, so a
different energy scale is needed for these two types of events. Dark matter interactions
occur as nuclear recoils, so these events are important for our research.

FIG. 4.19 – Detector response to electron recoils (average: blue line, top)
and nuclear recoil (average: red line, bottom) [49]
The nuclear recoil energy is related to the S1 signal [47, 48]:
1:; =

<= 1 <AA
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(4.3)

where
-
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Ly is the S1 light yield;
See and Snr are the field quenching factors measured to be 0.58 respectively
0.95 for the operational voltage;
Ceff is the relative nuclear recoil efficiency;
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Using dedicated calibration runs, the electron recoil band is measured using
gammas from 60Co source while the nuclear recoil band is measured using neutrons
from 241AmBe source (see FIG. 4.19).

FIG. 4.20 – NR energy deposit and inelastic ER energy deposit from single scattering [50]

FIG. 4.21 – Left: single scattering NR rates vs. of fiducial volume; right: number of days needed to reach
1000ev/kg vs. fiducial volume [50]
Since we know the AmBe source activity, ~220neutrons/sec for 3.7MBq source
[50], we can easily obtain the time needed to have a number of interactions in the
sensitive volume of the TPC, data taking time, within certain energy range. By simply
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dividing the number of entries by data taking time and categorizing by each event type
(NR, ER, elastic and inelastic), it is possible to estimate the rate of each category.
The histogram presented in FIG. 4.20 shows the NR events and inelastic ER
events in the energy range from 0 to 150keV for the maximum fiducial volume,
60.6484kg. The blue line represents the nuclear recoil events rate which includes both
elastic and inelastic scattering within 4.5keV and 27keV. The green line shows the
inelastic ER events and we can see clearly the 40keV and 80keV gamma lines from
129
Xe and 131Xe respectively.
The two plots presented in FIG. 4.21 have basically the same information. The
first plot shows the single scattering NR rate (evts/keV/kg) within 4.5keV and 27keV as
a function of fiducial volume (FV). In the second plot, the Y axis is the number of days
needed to reach ~1000 events/kg within fiducial volume. According to this plot we need
about 0.4day of AmBe exposure to have 1000 events/kg in 48kg fiducial volume
defined by the dedicated volume cut.

FIG. 4.22 – Left: number of days needed to reach 1000ev/kg vs. fiducial volume; right: inelastic ER rates
vs. of fiducial volume [50]
It is also possible to use the AmBe neutron source as 40keV and 80keV gamma
ray source. The neutrons from AmBe cause elastic recoil, but in the case of inelastic
scattering, Xe nucleus is excited and when it de-excites the 40keV and 80keV gamma
ray are emitted from 129Xe and 131Xe respectively. It is expected to need ~15days of
exposure to have 1000evts/kg rate in 48kg fiducial volume for both 40keV and 80keV
lines (see FIG. 4.22).
In figure 4.23 the AmBe neutron calibration of one of the most recent science
runs can be seen. Besides the elastic nuclear recoil band that is the WIMP signal region,
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the activated xenon lines at 40keV, 80keV, 164keV, 263keV can be used to characterize
light and charge signals as function of energy as well as to perform spatial and
uniformity corrections to the data. The activated 19F lines at 110keV and 197keV start
becoming also dominant since the gamma-rays are released from the Teflon (PTFE)
wall of the TPC.

FIG. 4.23 – Ratio between charge and light as a function of energy for AmBe calibration [42]
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CHAPTER 5
Data analysis and results of XENON100 experiment

The analysis of XENON100 dark matter experiment is presented in some details
in this chapter. While the data analysis is a collaborative work, the huge analysis effort
is divided in several fields as: position reconstruction and correction, NR energy scale,
selection of dark matter datasets based on several quality parameters, cuts to select
proper event signatures from interactions that might be WIMP candidates and cut
efficiencies, background expectation and profile likelihood. Each of these fields implies
different analysis tasks required for the dark matter search and for every scientific run.
Therefore, the first part of this chapter (section 5.1) is focusing on the analysis of the
data. Section 5.1.1 is presenting a general description of the most important cuts defined
and the sections 5.1.2, 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 describe in details the tasks accomplished and
used also to generate the general results and conclusions of the XENON100 experiment
that are presented in the second part of the chapter (section 5.2).

5.1 Analysis of data performed
The analysis is based on data acquired since 2010. Usually, a blinded analysis is
performed, in which the analysis is based on a limited sample of data and the
experiment is run without looking at the data for the WIMP search. The analysis is
finished before the data are un-blinded, then the results are presented based on the predefined analysis.
During the first 11.17 days of exposure (named Run07), the analysis was nonblind since these data were acquired during the commissioning phase of the detector.
Another three dedicated blinded runs, named Run08, Run10 and Run12, have
subsequently been performed. Calibration data of these runs have been used also in the
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analysis presented below and the competitive scientific results from the un-blinding
processes are presented in paragraph 5.2.

5.1.1 Data quality cuts
Parameters which are calculated based on the summed waveform (area [pe],
height [mV], width [ADC bins], PMT coincidence level, delay time between S1 and S2,
etc.) have been used to define data quality cuts in terms of removing spurious events,
without changing the nuclear recoil band thus, increasing the signal to noise ratio
without reducing the efficiency (probability of an event to pass the cut) for nuclear
recoils. Our naming convention for the ROOT Trees programming is that the cut begin
with an X and end with the version number i.e., it can be improved during the analysis
period. Some of the most important cuts defined are presented below.

5.1.1.1 Basic quality cuts
Some basic cuts were defined to ensure that events satisfy certain quality
criteria. Waveforms from muon interactions or micro-discharges are rejected. The
Xsignalnoise cut is defined on the signal to noise ratio for a waveform. Events with
signal to noise ratio less than 1 are discarded. In some situations different PMTs can
register increased noise level or very large S2-like pulses only in one PMT, which are
clearly uncorrelated to interactions in the target volume, so special cuts are defined to
exclude these PMTs from the waveforms.

5.1.1.2 Energy cuts
These cuts are used to select events in the low energy region, where a WIMP
signal is expected, and to ensure that they are not caused by PMT dark current and
noise.
To select the required events, a software threshold is implemented at 150pe for
S2. This cut named XS2peak has 100% efficiency. Therefore, all S2 signals smaller than
150pe are discarded.
The XS1coincidence cut is used to remove events for which the S1 peak really
comes from a PMT dark count or other sources which are not expected to produce
scintillation photons in coincidence (S1 in the veto region in coincidence with an S1
inside the TPC).

5.1.1.3 Consistency cuts
These cuts are defined to remove those events that pass the waveform analysis.
In this situation the consistency of the expected single scatter interaction in the target
volume is checked based on the S2 width and S1 and S2 light patterns.
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The width of S2 signal is energy dependent and increases with the depth of the
interaction in the target volume, due to dispersion of the electron cloud during the drift
towards the gas phase. A cut named XS2width has been defined to check if the Z
coordinate inferred from the time delay between the S1 and S2 peaks is consistent with
the width of the S2 peak.
Another two cuts have been developed to ensure the quality of the position
reconstruction and multiple scatter identification.
A fiducial volume cut, for example X48kg, is defined to keep only the events
within a super-ellipsoid with a reduced radius, defining a mass fiducial target. The
fiducial volume cut simply reduces the target mass.

5.1.1.4 Single scatter cuts
The cross-section of WIMP-nucleon scattering is very low, so the probability of
a double scatter in the detector is essentially zero. Thus, any double scatter must be due
to background. Double scatters occur on a shorter time scale than the scintillation
process, so the S1 singles from the distinct scatters are combined into one larger S1.
S2 singles will be collected separately as long as the vertical distance between
the scatters is large enough that the S2 singles do not overlap. The typical width of an S2
in the energy range of interest is 0.5µs, so the multiple S2 singles can be distinguished
.
when separated by more than 1µ = 1,7
The cuts are defined to select proper events signatures from interactions that
might be WIMP candidates, together with their cut efficiencies. All the cuts are
developed with respect to the WIMP expectation, i.e. they are optimized for single
scatter nuclear recoil at low energies: XS2single (defined on page 59) is the responsible
cut for this selection. More details of single events selection can be found in the next
section.

5.1.2 Single-electron signals in XENON100 experiment
In this section the observation of very low-energy S2 signals and their origin, as
well as the different characteristics used to describe the detector related to the ionization
signal will be presented.
Single-electron signals are the smallest S2 signals that can exist. First selection is
done by the threshold implemented at 150 defined by XS2peak cut as we have seen in
the previous section. The S2 signals can be found in the 400µs waveform.

Figure 5.1a shows an example of S2 signals below 150 resulting from single
electrons which also the ZEPLIN collaboration already reported from their studies [51,
52].
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FIG. 5.1a – Example of a waveform containing a single electron signal; two single electrons are observed,
one before and one after the main S2 peak. The single electron signal shown in the zoom and in the top
array PMT pattern has 18.5 that corresponds to the average secondary scintillation gain [53].
One of the proofs that the small S2 signals lower than 20
are real charge
signals is their duration around 1µs, comparable with the time needed for an electron to
drift through the proportional scintillation gas gap
(see figure 4.4a in paragraph
4.2.2).

FIG. 5.1b – The low-energy S2 spectrum [53]
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The low energy S2 spectrum (figure 5.1b) can be fitted using a sum of Gaussian
functions,
μ,
with the constraint μ = μ and
= √ , multiplied by an
efficiency curve represented by a Fermi-Dirac function (expression 5.1) with and as
free parameters:
=

exp #$

1
$

%&1

5.1

This fit can also be interpreted as a sum from one to more electrons, each of
μ ,
. The position of the first
them producing an independent S2 peak,
Gaussian defines the secondary scintillation gain, i.e. the number of photoelectrons per
electron extracted in the gas gap. For Run10, the value is ~19pe [53].

5.1.2.1 Single-electron events selection
To select single-electron, two-electron or three-electron signals, cuts on the S2
size will be applied. Pure samples will be defined by the cut ranges, this means selecting
regions from the spectrum where Gaussians do not overlap.

FIG. 5.2a – Distribution of the time difference between the large S2 and the small S2 signals for single
electron signals (red), two electron signals (green), three electron signals (blue) [53]
The majority of single electrons observed in XENON100 are time correlated
with a S1 or S2 signal. The time correlation is demonstrated by the end of the time
distribution (see figure 5.2a for single electrons which follow an S2 signal) which ends
around 180μ , the maximum drift time, i.e. maximum drift length divided by the drift
velocity 30( /0.173( /μ . By taking data with a trigger located at the beginning
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of the waveform it has been demonstrated that the end of the distribution is not an
artifact due to the end of the waveform.
The cut efficiencies (acceptances), or probability that a WIMP event will pass
the cut, have to be estimated as a function of S1 and S2, or equivalently as a function of
energy. Since a WIMP data sample to test this does not exist, we need to define a
sample from our calibration data as close as possible to WIMPs. To do this, the data
from the AmBe calibration were used, to estimate the effect that the single S2 have on
the nuclear recoil band, as a function of energy.
Since WIMPs are expected to generate only single scatter interactions in the
TPC, we want to select events fulfilling this condition. Multiple scatter events produce
several S2 peaks in the trace (besides few ones which happen in the same Z-plane)
which is considered in XS2single cut. We require that a valid event only has a single S2
peak in the trace. The problem associated with this is that at very low amplitudes,
ionization signals from a few electrons (1–3) start to appear which are not due to
multiple scatter interactions. Hence, a lower threshold on the size of the 2nd largest S2
signal in a trace is required in order to have a sizeable acceptance.

FIG. 5.2b – Energy dependence between the first two S2 peaks, noted S2sTot[0] and S2sTot[1]
The dependence of the first two S2 peaks (noted S2sTot[0] and S2sTot[1]) was
studied [54]. The strong dependence indicates that a lower threshold cut is more
reasonable (see FIG. 5.2b) since previous studies of the analysis group show that 300pe
is a too high threshold and we would expect that even for single scatter, there is more
than one S2 peak. But, the S2 peak of single electrons is less than 100pe mostly, and for
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true multiple scatters, the second largest S2 is much bigger. The size of S2 for single
electrons is almost constant with drift time.
In the figures below, we can see the energy dependent S2 single for lower
threshold cut applied (<100pe). The study shows that the second S2 is increasing when
the first S2 is increasing (S2sTot[1] is linearly increasing with S2sTot[0] for single
scatters).
The cut definition proposed to be used for the selection of S2 single scatter
events requires that the second largest S2 peak is smaller than ~70 pe (corresponding to
~3.5 electrons), with a slight size dependence on the first S2 peak.

FIG. 5.3.a– Energy dependence between the first two S2 peaks using low threshold cut
Thus, an energy dependent cut is better than a constant one. In figure 5.3.a we
can see the events distributed in two main parts. The upper part is multiple scatter
dominated while the lower part is single scatter dominated. To prove this, in figure 5.3.b
we got almost the same distribution restricting * > 180μ (where * is the drift time
between the first two S2 peaks). For this condition we expect the events to be truly
single scatter.
Xs2single cut was checked if it´s still appropriate to be used for each data analysis
run:
•

the cut has the same effect of rejecting the nuclear multiple scatter events and
gamma background as much as possible if comparing with previous AmBe data
sets [54 – 56] ;
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•

decreasing the S2sTot[1] threshold (on the second S2 peak), or cut into other
spaces as S2 width, does not improves the cut acceptance [56 , 57] ;

•

the Xs2single cut has an improved acceptance for Run10 than for previous
Run08 (tested on AmBe calibration data) (see FIG. 5.4);

FIG. 5.3.b– Energy dependence between the first two S2 peaks restricting
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* > 180μ

•

the cut acceptance was calculated using all new basic cuts (Xsignalnoise,
Xwidth, Xs1coin or Xs2peaks) and using the reprocessed data sets [57]; (by
reprocessing the data [58], one have to understand some updates and new
algorithms integrated into the processor program regarding the S1 and S2 map
corrections, noise rejection, procedures to handle different PMT gains or event
selection for low energy);

•

the cut acceptance, i.e. the ratio of events that pass the single cut from all the
events, was calculated selecting a region which is single scatter dominated, for
* > 180μ , where * is the time difference between the largest and the 2nd
largest S2 (see FIG. 5.5). Due to the maximum drift time of ~180μ , no S2 peak
in this region can come from a double scatter event;

•

the averaged acceptances obtained are (99.68 ± 0.26)% [57], using the
(-1 ./*[0] (corrected S1) energy range and (99.66 ± 0.18)% [57], using the S2
energy range (see FIG. 5.6). In the study we are using binomial errors and the
acceptance is defined via relation 5.2:
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FIG. 5.4 – Comparison of Xs2single acceptances as a function of S2 for Run08 and Run10 AmBe data

FIG. 5.5 – Scheme of single scatter events selection
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FIG. 5.6 – Xs2single acceptances as a function of cS1 and S2 for Run10 nuclear recoils data
So XS2single cut is developed to remove events with multiple S2, as would be the
case of multiple scatters. As we expect a large number of multiple scatters in the AmBe
data that would bias the acceptance computation, we rechecked the acceptance, in this
case computing the electron recoil data taken over time [59].
For the case of ER, it is very unlikely to observe a multiple interaction in which
the summed S1 would be in the interest region, and hence we expect to have a much
cleaner sample in terms of single scatters. The computed acceptance as a function of S1,
for each 2 photo-electrons for Run08 and for each photo-electron in Run10 is shown
below in the figures 5.7a and 5.7b respectively. In this case the acceptance is defined via
relation 5.3 and again the better acceptance of the cut for Run10, if comparing with
Run08, is proved by using also ER data.
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From studies motivated by data/MC comparisons [60], there seems to be an
indication that a fraction of ~10% of double-scatter events survives the cut for NR data.
However, since it is basically impossible for low energy electronic recoils to produce
low energetic double scatters, this only affects the neutron background, which would
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then be a bit higher than necessary (since not all double scatters are removed). However,
since the neutron background in the present data taking run is still the smallest fraction
of the total background, a change of ~10% is not relevant.

FIG. 5.7a – Xs2single acceptance as a function of S1 for Run08 electronic recoils calibration data

FIG. 5.7b – Xs2single acceptance as a function of S1 for Run10 electronic recoils calibration data
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5.1.2.2 Origins of single-electron signals
From all the studies reported in the previous section, we can draw several
conclusions regarding the several possible origins of the single-electron signals.
Most of the small S2 signals are induced by primary or secondary scintillation
photons. This is the only way to explain the time distributions shown in figure 5.2a.
Delayed extraction of electrons at the interface liquid-gas (i.e. electrons which would be
trapped at the liquid surface and extracted later than the main part of the electron cloud)
could explain the exponential decrease for single electrons following the S2 signal but
not the sudden end at a time corresponding to the maximum drift time.
Scintillation photons can induce electrons by photoelectric effect and one photon
can only generate one electron. It is compatible with our observations since all small S2
signals are single electrons or accidental coincidences of single electrons, as we showed
in previous section.
We observe, as expected from the previous conclusions, a proportionality of the
relative rate of small S2 signals with the largest S2 size. From the proportionality
coefficient and taking into account the mean collection efficiency in XENON100
(~20% from MC simulation) and the averaged PMT quantum efficiency (~25%), we
conclude that about 50000 secondary scintillation photons are needed in average to
produce one single electron. The non-zero ordinate at the origin, corresponding to an
average of 0.3 additional single electrons, corresponds to single electrons which are
either induced by the S1 photons or not induced by any photon [53].
The dominating responsible for the photo-ionization process are the impurity
molecules in liquid xenon. There are several candidates for the photo-ionization
process: xenon, impurity molecules (O2, N2, …) contained in the xenon at the ppb level
or the metal components (grid, cathode, field rings,…). Among impurity molecules, the
negative ions O2 are the best candidates. Given the VUV photon energy ~7 <, the
negative ions O2 created by drift electrons attachment are the best candidates, being the
needed energy ~0.45 <, while the first ionization energies of O2 and N2 are above
12 < [61 – 63]. However, since the cross sections and the number of ions are unknown,
it is not possible to make any quantitative statement. We cannot exclude photoionization of other chemical species. Another source comes from photoelectric effects
on the copper of the 40 field shaping rings and on the stainless steel of the cathode.
The multiple scatter events that have only one scintillation pulse (S1) and
ionization pulse (S2) are categorized as anomalous single scatter events. The -> /- ratio
for these events is lower than the ratio expected for the single scatter events or for a
WIMP interaction. Therefore, for a sensitive dark matter search, it is essential to
specially analyze, identify and reject this category of events. The estimation of the
number of anomalous single scatter events in XENON100 dark matter datasets was
done by a Monte Carlo study validated with data from gamma calibration [64].
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5.1.2.3 Secondary scintillation gain and yield using single-electrons
The single-electron signals can be also used to study the TPC characteristics in
terms of secondary scintillation gain, , i.e. the total number of photoelectrons,
measured with all the PMTs per electron extracted into the gas gap. The gain is related
to the secondary scintillation yield, ? i.e. the number of emitted photons per electron
extracted into the gas gap, the mean collection efficiency of photons emitted from the
gas gap, @̅ and the mean PMT quantum efficiency, B̅ as written in expression 5.4 below:

FIG. 5.8 – XENON100 secondary scintillation gain as a function of the electric field in the gas gap; the
highest values which does not follow the linear trend are due to electron multiplication [53]
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where , D and
are the gas gap electric field, pressure and liquid xenon height
respectively, according to the following expression:
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Figure 5.8 shows the secondary scintillation gain as a function of the electric
field using calibration data (137Cs and 60Co). The values for parameters and 3 obtained
from the fit presented in the figure above are in good agreement with values from the
literature [33]:
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Calculating then the values for secondary scintillation gain, the values obtained
are 18.70 H 0.45
and 19.70 H 0.16
for Run08 and Run10 respectively [53] and
the difference come from different gas gap height and anode voltage.

5.1.3 Hot Spots monitoring
After the acquisition of each dark matter dataset we have to check the status of
the files. From the beginning of the experiment we could identify and study several
regions with an increased number of S2 peaks. These regions can be easily identified if
we plot an X-Y map of the TPC (as in figure 5.9 below) and we will call them hot spots.
Most of the hot spots appear in some runs but not others. For these reason, we
tried to classify them.
The first class is defined by a region (near 6 = 20
and ? = $4
) that
appears hot in all runs. This persistent hot spot is characterized by waveforms which
arrive early, are relatively wide, but with very low amplitude and low S2 yield. In figure
5.9 we can see a representative plot of the number of observed S2 peaks in the X-Y
plane, using data from Run10 of the XENON100 experiment, while in figure 5.10 we
can see the projections along the X and Y axis that motivate the choice for a reference
function that can be written as [65]:
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so it is a parabolic function that will accurately describe the shape of the distribution.
Performing a fit in a region without hot spot, will remove the central hot spot present in
all the runs.

FIG. 5.9 – Example of central hot spot present in all the runs
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FIG. 5.10 – Projections along the X and Y axis

The detector stability in time is assessable with this method so, each run is
analyzed with the same functional form. Another issue observed also in previous
analyses shows that hot spots may be differentiated by a low total S2 yield than other
regions of the detector or by an anomalous ratio of S2 signal in the top PMT array to S2
signal in the bottom PMT array.

FIG. 5.11 – X-Y map after removing the central hot spot
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FIG. 5.12 – Example of a transient hot spot
If we require -2 > 800
and if the additional requirement -2./ /
-2 /**/ > 0.2 is applied then it is observed that all hotspots are removed. The
result after this cut is relatively nice, uniform yield, as you can see in figure 5.11.
The other class of hot spots, are transient hotspots that occur elsewhere in the
detector and generally are not present in all the runs but in a few datasets. An example
can be visualized in figure 5.12. This kind of hot spots monitored during the operation
of the detector, locally at LNGS, are due to unexplained increased data acquisition rates
or changes in few of the parameters values settings. After investigating a set of
distributions for S2 peaks in the hot spots regions and the rest of detector, we can better
understand them. If we have a look to the waveforms responsible for the hot spots, we
can consider the S2 peak position, S2 peak width at 50% height and S2 peak height. The
peaks that create the hot spots are generally shorter, wider and occur earlier in the
readout window. If we examine also which PMTs are responsible for the signal
observed in the hotspot, by integrating yield of pe’s as a function of PMT number for
the S2 peaks, it results that most of the pe’s are measured by a single PMT. Finally, if
we try to reconstruct the Z-coordinate of the S2 signal for the events in the hotspots and
the rest of the detector we can see that S2 peaks in the hot spots occurs preferentially at
T = 0 (the LXe level) so probably no presence of S1 for these events.
Hot Spots it’s a subject in continuous study, to better understand what they are
telling us about our detector and data. It is clear that all the hot spots should be removed
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before the unblinding of dark matter data, as well as all the instable periods that could
confuse a better and precise result of what’s left.

5.1.4 The cut acceptance variation for background modulation analysis
The aim of this study is to independently derive the acceptance variation for all
the cuts defined for XENON100 analysis then, make a statistical test on the average cut
acceptance variation and see if it’s needed to include this factor in the Profile
Likelihood analysis of background rate for the un-blinding of dark matter datasets.

FIG. 5.13a – The average cut acceptance (3-14pe) for each data set

FIG. 5.13b – The average cut acceptance (14-30pe) for each data set
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Assuming that each cut is independent, in this case the acceptance for each cut
and for each dataset have been calculated accordingly to relation 5.7, then the average
cut acceptance of all the cuts and for each data set has been determined using a simple
error propagation (up and down separately). In figures 5.13a and 5.13b we can see the
average acceptance variation calculated using electronic recoil calibration data and plot
as a function of each dataset acquisition date (day of the run) and for two different
energy ranges, (3-14pe) and (14-30pe), respectively.
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The average acceptances derived here are compatible to what is used for the
Profile Likelihood analysis. Since the acceptance is derived in the binned approach, a
binned likelihood U > analysis is used to identify the temporal variation and set limits on
the parameters.
For cut stability analysis we are most interested in the relative variation. So the
modulation hypothesis to be tested can be expressed as:
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where (( * is the average cut acceptance from the measurements above and for the
corresponding energy range, W is the average event rate, is the modulation amplitude
with period D and phase _. Then we fit the cut efficiency variation to the function and
calculate the U > after the fitting.
At each frequency, the statistic test
`U > = mind [U >

equivalent to the $2log
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is used to quantify the significance to reject null hypothesis

oO (a constant rate adopted to test the temporal stability of low energy ER data). The
sinusoidal rate variation formulated in relation 5.5 is an alternative hypothesis o , tested
by DAMA/LIBRA, CoGeNT and CDMS-II experiments too. pO WO and p W , , _
are the likelihoods for oO and o respectively.
Scanning U > around its minimum for a fixed modulation frequency

>q

QrS.>S stuv

,

allows the determination of the confidence levels on modulation amplitude, with other
parameters to be optimized. Specifically, 3 and 5 upper limits can be derived.

Using the statistical technique described above, the corresponding U > curves as a
function of modulation amplitude are shown in figure 5.14a and 5.14b, for both energy
ranges. The allowed sinusoidal variations of the cut acceptance for a fixed period of 1
year have been extracted.

The 3 and 5 upper limits on the modulation amplitude of acceptances in the
low energy region (3-14pe) are 0.025 and 0.042 respectively. In the higher energy
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region (14-30pe), the corresponding limits are 0.0145 and 0.0245 respectively. In both
of the two energy ranges, the modulation amplitudes on acceptances are much smaller
than that of total event rates. The best fit modulation amplitudes of these variations as a
function of dataset acquisition date (day of the run) are shown in figures 5.15a and
5.15b for both energy ranges. The identified modulation amplitudes are 3.3 H 0.8 %
and 1.4 H 0.4 % in the 3-14pe and 14-30pe energy ranges respectively. Thus in the
profile likelihood analysis of background rate variation, we don't need to consider the
contribution of cut acceptance variation in time.

FIG. 5.14a – U > curve as a function of modulation amplitude for 3-14pe energy range

FIG. 5.14b – U > curve as a function of modulation amplitude for 14-30pe energy range
The study presented in this section confirms no significant annual modulation of
average cut acceptances for low energy range, so the upper limit on the amplitude of a
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time varying XENON100 signal for one year and for low energy single scatter data
corresponds to 0.32 H 0.01 5 2* / N [66]. The resulting 3 and 5 upper limits for
the low energy range are 0.61 and 0.80 5 2* / N, respectively. Monte Carlo
simulations show that an annual modulation with an amplitude greater than
0.43 5 2* / N is expected to be identified at an average confidence level greater
than 3 , and that the data can constrain any modulations with a period smaller than 500
days [66]. XENON100 detector is the first long-term stable noble gas dual phase
detector and the low energy single scatter background rate is independent of any
detector operation parameter or known radioactive background. In this sense the upper
limit on the annual modulation amplitude derived for XENON100 constrains the
interpretation of DAMA/LIBRA and CoGeNT signals due to WIMP interactions at
more than 5 confidence levels [66].

FIG. 5.15a – Best fit modulation as a function of data tacking date for 3-14pe [66]

FIG. 5.15b – Best fit modulation as a function of data tacking date for 14-30pe [66]
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5.2 Published results of dark matter data analysis
5.2.1 11 live days of dark matter data (Run07)
The first dark matter analysis with 11.17 live days of XENON100 background
data acquired between October 20th 2009 and November 12th 2009 (Run07
commissioning run) was carried out to test the potential of the detector and to confirm
the Monte Carlo prediction for the single scatter electronic recoil rate at low energies.
Only for this run the dark matter data acquired was not formally taken in a blind mode
i.e. events from a predefined signal region to be inaccessible. The data selection cuts
were derived from 60Co and AmBe calibration data.
For this run, the cumulative software cut acceptance for single scatter nuclear
recoils varies between 60% for 8.7keVnr and 85% for 32.6keVnr [49]. For this energy
range 22 events are observed but none in the pre-defined signal acceptance region (see
figure 5.16 below).

FIG. 5.16 – All the events (dots) in the TPC (gray line) and events below the nuclear recoil median (red
circles) present in 8.7 – 32.6 keVnr energy range for 11.17 live days of data; In the 40kg fiducial volume
(dashed line) no events below the nuclear recoil median are observed [42]
The upper limit on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon elastic scattering cross
section is derived based on the standard halo assumptions and considering an S1
resolution dominated by Poisson fluctuations and constant xyzz below 5 keVnr from the
global fit. In figure (FIG. 5.17) the result of the spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon
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cross section exclusion limits with the minimum value of 3.4 P 10JRR ( > for a WIMP
<{
mass of 55
( > [49] is shown in comparison with the other dark matter
experiments running on that time.

FIG. 5.17 – Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (solid line) for 11.17 live days of
XENON100 dark matter data [42]
Anyway, since XENON100 is massive, the sensitivity of this limited data
sample is competitive with other dark matter searches and also demonstrates the low
background operation of the detector and its potential to discover WIMP dark matter.

5.2.2 100 live days of dark matter data (Run08)
In this paragraph the most important results of a WIMP search using 100.9 live
days of data, acquired between January and June 2010, is reported.
The energy window for the WIMP search (or the blinded energy region of the
data sets) is chosen between 4 – 30pe, corresponding to 8.4 – 44.6keVnr based on the
xyzz parametrization.

The parameter log O ->| /- where ->| is the sum of bottom PMT signals, is
used to discriminate the electronic recoils from the nuclear recoils. The fiducial volume
was optimized on electronic recoil background data and set to 48 kg and the electronic
recoil rejection level set to 99.75%. The acceptance to nuclear recoils is determined
from AmBe data and the Profile Likelihood approach tests the full -> ⁄- space.
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FIG. 5.18 – Up: discrimination parameter as a function of nuclear recoil equivalent energy; black dots
indicate the ER band and gray dots indicate the NR distribution measured with AmBe neutron source; blue
dashed line indicate the WIMP energy region defined and the green dotted line indicate the 99.75%
rejection level; the 3 red circles are the events falling into the WIMP search region; down: distribution of
the events in the 48kg fiducial volume (blue dashed line) [42]
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In the figure 5.18, is presented the events distribution using the discrimination
parameter as a function of nuclear recoil equivalent energy and subtracting the
electronic recoil band mean. The total background prediction in the WIMP search
region is 1.8 H 0.6 5 2* [30].
After unblinding the three events pass all quality criteria for single scatter
nuclear recoils and fall into the WIMP search region, but this observation does not
constitutes evidence of dark matter since the probability of resulting 3 events is only
28%.
The resulting 90% confidence level (CL) exclusion limit is presented in figure
5.19 below and the minimum value of the spin independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross
<{ [30].
section is determined to be 7 P 10JRS ( > for a WIMP mass of 50
(>

FIG. 5.19 – Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (solid blue line) for 100.9 live days of
XENON100 dark matter data; the green/yellow band indicates the 1 and 2 sigma expectancy of the curve
[42]

5.2.3 225 live days of dark matter data (Run10)
Using the same technique as in the previous run, Run10 hunted for dark matter
particles at LNGS for 13 months during 2011 and 2012. The blind analysis of 224.6 live
days of dark matter data in the 34kg fiducial volume defined has yielded no evidence of
dark matter in the 6.6 – 30.5keVnr energy range (3-20pe).
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FIG. 5.20: up – discrimination parameter as a function of nuclear recoil equivalent energy; black dots
indicate the ER band and gray dots indicate the NR distribution measured with AmBe neutron source; blue
dashed line indicate the WIMP energy region defined and the green dotted line indicate the 99.75%
rejection level; down – distribution of the events in the 34kg fiducial volume (red dashed line) [42]
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In FIG. 5.20, the events distribution is presented. Two events fall in the WIMP
search region after unblinding but there are no leakage events below 3pe. The Profile
Likelihood analysis indicates that there is no excess due to dark matter signal and the
probability that the expected background 1.0 H 0.2 5 2* [19] in the region of
interest fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% leading to the conclusion of no dark matter
signal.
The world’s most stringent limit on the spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon
scattering cross section has been set with a minimum value of 2 P 10JRS ( > for a
<{ [19] (see figure 5.21).
WIMP mass of 55
(>

FIG. 5.21 – Spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (solid blue line) for 224.6 live days of
XENON100 dark matter data; the green/yellow band indicates the 1 and 2 sigma expectancy of the curve
[42]

5.3 Concluding remarks
The XENON100 Experiment, located in the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in
Italy, looks for dark matter in the form of WIMPs by observing scintillation and
ionization signals in xenon in a dual phase TPC. The nature of dark matter still remains
an unanswered question in cosmology, but XENON100 has been the leading
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experiment in direct dark matter detection since the first results and up to the last unblinding published results in 2012 [19].
In this chapter, details of the studies performed by me for the standard analysis
of XENON100 experiment are presented. In section 5.1.2 the single scatter events study
is outlined. The definition for the XS2single, the cut responsible for the selection of this
type of events, has been improved and tested during 2 scientific runs (Run08 and
Run10). The new energy dependent cut (cut on the second S2 peak area with
dependence on the first S2 peak area), using also a lower threshold, showed a better
efficiency when compared with the constant cut used for the previous runs (cut only in
the area of the second S2 peak). Better values of the cut acceptances for Run10 have
been obtained, comparing with Run08, using both NR and ER calibration data and the
new analysis cut. This cut is one of the most important since it is responsible for the
selection of the events that might be WIMP candidates. The results obtained from the
determination of the secondary scintillation gain studies ~19 / J , using single
scatter events, are in agreement with the values from the literature what further validates
XS2single.
In the following section, 5.1.3, a concept characterizing the non-uniformity of
the S2 signals distribution (hot spots) has been defined and studied. The problem
associated to the presence, in some situations, of an increased density of S2 events in the
acquired dark matter datasets was monitored, explained and corrected by defining
proper cuts to reject the undesired events that occur spuriously during detector
operation. The hot spots detected are due to the wider and lower amplitude S2 signals,
that appear earlier in the readout window, resulting in anomalous ratio of S2 signals
distributions of both top and bottom PMTs arrays. This problem has been corrected
defining proper cuts in the top and bottom S2 distribution spaces (using S2Top and
S2Bottom parameters), studying the waveforms of these events and the PMTs
responsible for the readout. These events could be safely discarded, since it was
demonstrated that the S2 events from the hot spots don’t have a corresponding S1.
The influence of the acceptances variation for the background modulation
analysis has been also performed and the results have been reported in section 5.1.4. In
this case all the cuts defined for the XENON100 experiment have been considered and
the acceptances have been calculated using the ER data from the calibrations. The
acceptances have been plot as a function of each ER dataset date for 2 energy ranges (314pe and 14-30pe). The corresponding U > curves as a function of modulation amplitude
have been plot and the sinusoidal variation for a period of 1 year has been extracted.
The results from the 3 and 5 upper limits derivation (~3% and ~1.4% as best fit
modulations for 3-14pe and 14-30pe energy ranges respectively) has shown that no
strong influence of the acceptances variation in time exist and thus does not need to be
taken into account for Profile Likelihood analysis.
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Other small analysis tasks that were not presented here have also been
performed during the regular shifts, locally at LNGS, since the data acquisition and
calibrations required, in some situations, (after Xe recuperation and distillation
procedures or after several different maintenance operations) special studies to be
performed as the quality of the data can change if the liquid xenon level in the detector
has changed, if there are noisy PMTs or if the applied voltages settings are changed.
The conclusions of the studies presented above, as part of the analysis group
effort, helped to generate the XENON100 dark matter search results presented in the
second part of the chapter, in section 5.2. The agreement with the results of the CDMS
low energy analysis and with the new and better results achieved by the LUX
experiment in February 2014 is evident (see FIG. 2.9 from section 2.2.3). However,
they are not consistent with the interpretation of the DAMA/Libra and CoGeNT signals
as WIMP interactions. The case of no ion channeling in DAMA/Libra is ruled out by
threshold in the standard analysis with all
both the S2 only analysis and the 2
considerations of Qy and ~eff . When ion channeling is allowed in DAMA/Libra, the
regions consistent with a WIMP interaction are still excluded by the S2 only analysis
and the standard analysis with a 2
threshold and the global fit with constant
extrapolation for ~eff. The results of this analysis also confirm that the signals in
DAMA/Libra and CoGeNT are not due to WIMP interactions.
Since XENON100 is still taking data (Run14) plus the 150+ days from Run12,
this analysis has great potential for establishing an increased sensitivity in the low mass
WIMP region. For the XENON100 data set, which has significant exposure, the S2 only
analysis was used to probe the cross section for low mass WIMPs to much smaller
values (see FIG. 5.19 and 5.21), providing both a potential for the discovery of a low
mass WIMP and a consistency check for the standard analysis. The correct
implementation of the trigger threshold allows for a more robust calculation of the
sensitivity in the standard analysis. The un-blinding of Run12 and its realistically
expected competitive scientific results are forthcoming.
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Electric field simulations for the XENON1T Experiment

Electrostatic simulations of the XENON1T dark matter detector were carried out
and results of all the studies accomplished by me are presented in details in this chapter
in section 6.3. Electrostatic simulations contribute to the optimization of the charge
sensitive region by reducing areas of charge loss. These simulations also help
determining problematic regions that would otherwise hinder detector calibration and
data analysis.

6.1 XENON1T Experiment
Xenon1T Experiment is the next stage of the XENON collaboration, under
construction phase in Hall B of the Gran Sasso underground laboratory in Italy (see
figure 6.1 below).
For the construction of the future XENON1T detector many studies and tests
have been done. This huge effort has been divided in several working groups (WG),
each of them including several institutions of the collaboration that are responsible for
the tasks as following: WG1 – Infrastructure; WG2 – Muon veto; WG3 – Water tank;
WG4 – Detector TPC; WG5 – PMTs; WG6 – Cryostat; WG7 – Cryogenics; WG8 –
RESTOX; WG9 – Slow Control; WG10 – Distillation Column; WG11 – Screening;
WG12 – Purification; WG13 – Gas purity analysis; WG14 – Calibration; WG15 –
Monte Carlo (MC); WG16 – Data acquisition (DAQ); WG17 – Computing.
Taking into account this consideration, only the details regarding the
construction of the TPC will be presented since only these details have been used for the
work presented in this chapter.
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The LXe detector will be placed in a large water shield instrumented with PMTs
using Cherenkov light as muon veto. With about 4 m of purified water in all directions
the LXe target will be effectively shielded from gamma and neutron background
associated with the environment and from cosmic ray induced neutrons. The cryogenics
design of XENON1T is based on the experience gained by operating the XENON10 and
XENON100 detectors underground in the Gran Sasso Laboratory. The larger xenon
mass requires several design changes, but they are predictable and have been or are
currently being tested.

FIG. 6.1 – General view of the Hall B and XENON1T prototype [67]

As the previous 2 detectors XENON10 and XENON100, XENON1T detector is
a dual phase (liquid-gas) TPC and the WIMP detection is based on the same principle.
Primary and secondary scintillation light is detected by the photosensors arrays at the
top and the bottom. Ionization electrons produced by interactions in the liquid xenon are
efficiently extracted from the liquid to the gas, with subsequent amplification via
proportional scintillation. The simultaneous detection of primary scintillation (S1) and
charge (via proportional scintillation light S2) provides a powerful tool for the
discrimination of background events (electron recoils) from nuclear recoils (WIMPs
interaction). The S2 hit pattern (X-Y) and the time difference between S1 and S2 (Z)
provides a 3-D vertex reconstruction.

6.2 XENON1T detector construction requirements and tests
The Xenon1T detector (see figure 6.2a and 6.2b below) will be filled with very
high purity xenon. All the materials used for the TPC production should be very pure
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and do not provide high outgassing rate at liquid xenon temperature. Especially
dangerous impurities are water, oxygen or any electronegative gases. TPC parts should
be cleaned ultrasonically with pure alcohol and rinsed in deionized water before the
TPC assembly inside the clean room. The grids should be stable to the process of
ultrasonic cleaning and water rinse.

FIG. 6.2a – General outside view of the XENON1T TPC [68]
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The XENON1T detector will be a very low background apparatus (a fraction of
~100 lower than background in the actual XENON100 detector). Extremely low
radioactivity materials should be used (high purity copper, titanium or low radioactivity
stainless steel). The amount of material used should be minimized, but to keep the
mechanical properties required. Before using inside the XENON1T detector, the metals
will be screened using the low background screening facility at Gran Sasso Laboratory.

FIG. 6.2b – General inside view of the XENON1T TPC [68]
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Grids are used to provide uniform electrical field for the charge drift in liquid,
extraction of the charges from liquid to the gas phase and for the production of the
proportional scintillation light. In the case of the XENON1T detector we are using three
grids on top and two grids on the bottom of TPC.
The grids will be placed in front of VUV sensitive PMTs. In order to have low
threshold for the detected energy and good resolution, the number of scintillation
photons should not be attenuated before hitting the photosensor. The grids should be
optically transparent to the VUV scintillation light of xenon (178nm as a median
wavelength). Since we are going to use several grids the optical transparency of the
meshes become critical for the volume averaged scintillation light yield. The mesh
optical transparency should be as high as possible (96-99 %).
Electrical field simulations for the Xenon1T TPC have been performed to ensure
drift field uniformity and energy resolution for the proportional scintillation signal (S2).
The optimization of the E-field uniformity should be done in compromise with the
optical transparency as maximizing optical transparency requires increasing the mesh
pitch, while E-field uniformity requires the opposite.

6.3 Electrostatic field simulations
Electrostatic Simulations of the field profiles in the detector were carried out
using COMSOL Multiphysics software, which uses finite element algorithms for 2D
and 3D partial differential equations. The simulations were used to determine what
potential settings and field values should be used to maximize the sensitive volume and
minimize regions of charge loss within the detector.

6.3.1 Optimization of Charge Sensitive Region
The charge sensitive region of the detector is defined as the volume of liquid Xe
inside of the Teflon shaping cylinder, a cylindrical volume with a diameter of 975mm
and a height of 987mm from the cathode mesh to the liquid-gas interface. The presence
of a uniform and properly shaped drift field in this region allows for charge to be drifted
towards the interface. From here it is extracted to the anode mesh resulting in the
secondary scintillation signal. This drift field is maintained by 74 regularly spaced
copper shaping rings mounted outside of the inner Teflon cylinder. The shaping rings
have their voltages applied through a chain of resistors. Computations of the filed
profiles were made for an idealized 1 /
drift field.
The details of dimensions and voltages applied for each part of the TPC are
listed in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
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TABLE 6.1 – Default geometry details of the TPC used for COMSOL simulations
Geometry element

dimensions/distances

Cathode to liquid surface

987mm

Shaping ring diameter

975mm

Shaping ring width

5mm

Shaping ring height

10mm

Distance between shaping rings

3mm

Cathode and bottom mesh wire
diameter

200µm

Cathode and bottom mesh pitch

5mm

Anode, gate and top guard mesh wire
diameter

127 µm

Anode and gate mesh pitch

3.75mm

Top guard mesh pitch

7.5mm

Cathode to bottom mesh distance

70mm

Gate to anode distance

5mm

TABLE 6.2 – Default voltages values applied
Geometry element

Voltages applied

S2 threshold in gas phase

2.6kV/cm at 2atm

Anode

5kV

PMT, top and bottom guard meshes

-1.7kV

Cathode

-100kV

Gate and chamber wall

ground

∆V between cathode and last shaping
ring

2750V

∆V between others shaping rings

1296.7V

Anode and two field closing grounded grids are used for the top mesh structure
(see FIG. 6.3). The distance between lower grounded mesh and anode will be kept to
5mm, the same distance as it is in the actual XENON100 detector (see FIG. 4.5). The
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anode voltage up to 5.0kV is expected to be applied to provide proper field for
producing proportional scintillation for the extracted charge. The anode mesh should be
parallel to the surface of the liquid-gas interface (2.5mm from the lower grid) with high
accuracy. Any sagging or warping of the mesh creates deterioration in the proportional
scintillation signal resolution.

FIG. 6.3 – Details of the top XENON1T detector structure [68]

FIG. 6.4 – Details of the bottom XENON1T detector structure [68]
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The cathode grid is situated in the liquid xenon, in the bottom part of the
detector (see FIG. 6.4). The highest voltage (up to -100kV) will be applied to cathode
electrode. The cathode mesh geometry is still under study. Several mechanical tests
showed that this mesh can be easily made by linear thin wires instead of hexagonal cells
preserving in this case a better transparency. Anyway, studies regarding the electric
field uniformity in the drift region could not be compared directly for these 2
alternatives (linear wires vs. hexagonal cells). Since for a 2D diametrical section of the
TPC, the intersection of the cut plane with the hexagonal mesh or single wires mesh
corresponds to a distribution of linear circles, the 3D correspondence in COMSOL of
the 2D circles distribution obtained is defined by a concentric wires mesh and to
perform a 3D simulation for entire drift region is limited by the COMSOL software.
The results related to this subject are presented in more details in the next section.

6.3.2 COMSOL simulations results
6.3.2.1 2D simulations for entire TPC geometry
The purpose of the simulations presented in this section is to determine how
much of the sensitive volume is affected by non-uniformities of the electric field in the
drift region.
After performing the COMSOL simulation of the electric field, the charge flow
paths can be plotted in the geometry. This generation of liquid noble gas detectors
requires delicate work to obtain the uniform drift field inside the TPC needed to collect
charge signal from all the regions of the active target. In particular more difficult is to
generate uniform field in the bottom corner of the detector, cathode region i.e., at large
radii, because of strong potential gradient due to the presence of the high voltage of the
cathode and the other grounded components of the detector. It is necessary to avoid
dielectric breakdown and field emission in the detector materials.
In this section we present the behavior of the streamlines and their dependence
on the TPC height and radius, adding the plots of the field displacement, the electric
field normal along the radial direction and the electric field normal as a function of the
TPC height. Following the design of the detector presented above, the best result of the
2D simulation obtained is presented in FIG. 6.5. These simulations are very important
for the final design of the XENON1T TPC since the charge loss and charge
displacement (see figures below) can be minimized by optimizing the field cage.
Teflon is an insulator. So charge that follows a field line that penetrates into the
Teflon will be deposited onto the Teflon resulting in a reduction or loss of charge
signal. In addition to charge loss there is also the issue of charge displacement. Fields at
larger radii and closer to the shaping rings will have a radial component in addition to
the Z component for upward drift. For this category the position at which the charge
reaches the liquid/gas interface will be displaced with respect to the position where the
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event occurred in the liquid. This would result in improper reconstruction of the event
position.
The charge displacement region occurs inside the sensitive region of the
detector. This effect is due to the resultant electric fields at the fringes of the sensitive
volume having an outward direction (see figure 6.6 and 6.7).
In the ideal case the radial component of the electric field is expected to be zero,
so each streamline should be perfectly vertical. However, due to the field distortions in
the cathode region, the more external streamlines bend toward the Teflon wall. Figure
6.8 shows that the effects of charge displacement decreased with the radius (i.e., moving
away from the center of the detector).
The 2D simulations have been used also to check how much the uniformity of
the electric field is changing by modifying the pitch of the grids meshes (anode, gate,
cathode, top and bottom protection meshes).

FIG. 6.5 – General view of the electric potential distribution in the TPC detector; X-Y units are expressed in
mm and the colored scale in the right represents the voltages applied expressed in Volts (V)
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FIG. 6.6 – General view of the electric field streamlines (represented by the vertical black lines) inside the
TPC; X-Y units are expressed in mm and the colored scale in the right represents the voltages applied
expressed in Volts (V)

FIG. 6.7 – Detail of streamlines plot (red lines) at large radii on the anode region (left) and on cathode
region (right); X-Y units are expressed in mm and the colored scale in the right represents the voltages
applied expressed in Volts (V)
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FIG. 6.8 – Electric field lines displacement as a function of radius; the various lines shown in the figure
correspond to different cuts in the height of the detector: Z = -200 mm (blue), Z = -400 mm (green), Z
= -600 mm (red) and Z = -800 mm (cyan); the electric field displacement is decreasing with the radius
For the anode and gate meshes the electric field uniformity for another 3
transparencies has been studied, i.e. by modifying the pitch of the hexagonal mesh from
3.63mm for the default model to 5, 7 and 10mm for models 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In
figure 6.9a we plot the electric field normal as a function of radius, for a specific height,
using a cut line at Z=1mm, indicating the region 1.5mm below the anode. From the
results presented in figure 6.9a we can conclude that the anode/gate mesh opening
cannot be increased more than 5mm in order to have good electric field uniformity in
the anode region.
Additional studies show that the increase of the anode/gate mesh pitch does not
affect the uniformity in the top protection mesh region, but the decreasing trend of the
averaged electric field with transparency increases is still observed. The averaged
electric field is decreasing with ~40 /
for each 1mm of mesh pitch increase (see
FIG. 6.9b).
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FIG. 6.9a – Comparison of the electric field uniformity and displacement as a function of radius for different
four anode/gate meshes transparencies in the anode region; default model (gray dots) indicates the best
result taking into account uniformity of electric field that requires pitch as small as possible and the
scintillation light yield that requires the opposite; models 1, 2 and 3 (red, green and blue dots respectively)
show explicitly the increase of displacement and non-uniformity of the electric field with mesh transparency;
a decreasing trend of averaged electric field with mesh transparency increases (~400V/cm for each 1mm of
mesh pitch increase) is also visible

FIG. 6.9b – Comparison of the electric field uniformity and displacement as a function of radius for different
four anode/gate meshes transparencies in the top protection region; default model as well as models 1, 2
and 3 (gray, red, green and blue dots respectively) show explicitly the increase of non-uniformity at large
radii and decrease of averaged electric field with increases of mesh transparency
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FIG. 6.10 – Comparison of the electric field uniformity as a function of radius for different five cathode
meshes transparencies; the default model (gray dots) and model 4 (yellow dots) indicate the best result; the
electric field for the models with cathode mesh pitch larger than 7.5mm looks like a disorder inside the TPC
with big variations of the electric field (models 5, 6 and 7 corresponding to magenta, cyan and green dots
respectively)

FIG. 6.11a – Comparison of the electric field displacement as a function of TPC height (Z) at large radii
(edge) for different five cathode meshes transparencies represented as following: gray dots – default model,
yellow dots – model 4, magenta dots – model 5, cyan dots – model 6 and green dots – model 7
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The study aiming to increase the transparency of cathode mesh is presented for
different 5 cases. The pitch was modified from the default model with pitch of 5.52mm
to 7.5mm (model 4), 11mm (model 5), 20mm (model 6) and using higher density of
wires at large radii and lower density of wires in the center of the detector, i.e. the pitch
varying from 5 to 19mm (model 7). The plots of electric field as a function of radius for
all the cases, figure 6.10, are related to the region 10mm above the cathode mesh,
defined by a cut line at Z=-975mm.
Taking into consideration the results presented in figure 6.10, the cathode mesh
pitch cannot be increased more than 7.5mm in order to keep an uniform electric field
without big displacements of electric field radial component.
A variation of the electric field from 1.45 /
to 1 /
can be observed
close to the Teflon walls and near the cathode frame in both radius and TPC height
directions for ~10cm going to the center/top respectively, (see figures 6.10 and 6.11a
respectively) for all the 5 models.
Another variation from 0.5 /
to 1.0 /
is present in the center of the
TPC if going to TPC height direction but only for the models with very large mesh pitch
(models 5, 6 and 7). The models that are using pitch from 5 to 7.5 mm are not affected
(see figure 6.11b).

FIG. 6.11b – Comparison of the electric field displacement as a function of TPC height (Z) in the center of
the detector for different five cathode meshes transparencies represented as following: gray dots – default
model, yellow dots – model 4, magenta dots – model 5, cyan dots – model 6 and green dots – model 7
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The electric field radial displacements and its dependence on the TPC height and
radius have been studied analyzing the streamlines obtained as an output of the
COMSOL simulation software. The streamlines behavior and the electric field normal
along the radial direction have been compared for 5 models of the cathode mesh and 4
models of the anode/gate mesh in order to define a proper design of the electrodes.
The cathode region is quite delicate. These results show that a small field
distortion similar to that one existent at the cathode region of actual XENON100
detector will be still present in XENON1T detector using the default geometry
aforementioned. For example, the field distortion observed close to the XENON100
cathode led to the necessity of a software correction of the measured signals.

6.3.2.2 3D simulations and 3D/2D field simulation comparison
3D simulations could not be performed for the entire geometry of the detector
because of COMSOL software limits and CPUs memory. Systematic attempts lead to
the conclusion that only small volumes can be simulated in details.
In this study we have tried to see how much we can extend the 3D simulated
diameter of the TPC using also small hexagonal cells for the meshes made of very thin
wires (127μ ). Therefore the anode region with 3 meshes (anode and gate mesh pitch
3.75mm and top protection mesh pitch 7.5mm) and the cathode region with 2 meshes
(cathode mesh pitch 5mm and bottom protection mesh 7.5mm) were simulated
separately.

FIG. 6.12 – 3D simulation view of the anode region; on top the grounded protection mesh, in the middle
the anode mesh at 5kV and below anode the grounded gate mesh can be observed; X-Y-Z units are
expressed in mm and the colored scale in the right represents the voltages applied expressed in Volts (V)
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FIG. 6.13 – 3D simulation view of the cathode region; on top the cathode mesh at -100kV and below
cathode the grounded bottom protection mesh can be observed; X-Y-Z units are expressed in mm and the
colored scale in the right represents the voltages applied expressed in Volts (V)
As can be seen, the results in figures 6.12 and 6.13, only 50mm diameter of the
TPC for the anode region and 100mm diameter of the TPC for the cathode region
respectively, showed a correct field map and no error in the compilation process.
Additional 3D simulations resulted that the diameter could be increased more to a
maximum of 30cm but only in the case of using single wires mesh.

FIG. 6.14a – 2D view of the hexagonal mesh indicating the cut lines defining the cases under study
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Anyway, even if only small volumes could be simulated, the 3D simulations
results helped to see if there are major differences between 2D and 3D simulations and
how to optimize the 2D conditions according to the 3D results. To make a comparison
between 2D and 3D electric field profiles we used 7 different plane cuts to describe the
possibilities to represent in 2D the 3D cathode hexagonal grid as it is shown in the
figures 6.14a and 6.14b. The 2D electric field simulations have been performed for all 7
cases separately.
In case1 we consider a XZ cut plane in the 3D model, so the grid for most of
different Y values will be represented in 2D as an array of circles 5 mm separated (red
line). In case2 we consider an YZ cut plane in the 3D detector, so the grid for several X
values will be represented in 2D as an array of rectangles 2.5mm width and 5.5mm
pitch (cyan line).
The most complex case, case3, is describing all the remaining situations if we
consider an XZ or YZ cut plane in the 3D detector. Now the 2D section is described by
consecutive ellipsis but for simplification we are using circles too. Now the separation
between 2 circles represented in 2D can vary from 0 to 2.5mm and pitch between each 2
consecutive circles vary from 5 to 2.5mm in case of a XZ cut plane and from 2.5 to 4
mm and 5.5 to 4mm in case of a YZ cut plane, respectively.

FIG. 6.14b – Scheme of the cases defined by the cut lines on the hexagonal mesh

3 cases have been studied if we are doing a XZ cut plane: distance between 2
circles is 1 mm and pitch between each 2 consecutive circles is 4 mm (case3.1); distance
between 2 circles is 1.5 mm and pitch between each 2 consecutive circles is 3.5 mm
(case3.2); distance between 2 circles is 2 mm and pitch between each 2 consecutive
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circles is 3 mm (case3.3). Another 2 cases have been studied if we are doing a YZ cut
plane: distance between 2 circles is 3 mm and pitch between each 2 consecutive circles
is 5 mm (case3.4); distance between 2 circles is 4 mm and pitch between each 2
consecutive circles is 4 mm (case3.5).
For a better comparison of the discrepancies between simulations of each case in
2D and 3D respectively, the electric field displacement has been plot as a function of
detector radius using a cutline in the region of the end of first bottom shaping ring, near
cathode.
Only the 2D simulations show different results based on the plane through the
TPC, which is studied if going from the edge to the center of the detector, instead of the
3D simulation where all the cases show almost equal behavior. This aspect is correct
since in a 3D simulation the field distribution does not depend on different transparency
of the mesh as in the situation of the different 2D cases (see FIG. 6.15a and 6.15b).
However, the differences are probably related also to the point that the 3D
correspondence of a 2D mesh is defined as concentric wires and not as hexagonal mesh.

FIG. 6.15a – Electric field displacements as a function of X-Y coordinates, extracted from the 3D simulation
using the plane cuts; only tiny differences can be observed
The cases 2, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show the better imitation of the 3D results. If we
consider such a large volume as XENON1T, the 2D simulations can optimize the
electric field profile in the drift region of the detector but to be in very good agreement
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with a 3D simulation it is better to implement in 2D geometry the average 3D
transparency of each mesh under study.
Anyway the 3D simulations are most important and beneficial in the case of
optimizing the gain and the resolution of the proportional scintillation light and the
results of the study are presented in the next section.

FIG. 6.15b – Electric field displacement as a function of radius, extracted from 2D individual simulation of
each 2D case obtained from the plane sections in the 3D model

6.3.2.3 Optimization of single electron gain and resolution
In this section we will refer only to the upper part of the XENON1T detector
(see figure 6.16 below) and focus the analysis on the proportional scintillation light S2
that occurs in the gas phase. Taking into consideration the 3D simulations done for a
small volume of the top part of the detector (see figure 6.12 above) including small
diameters of the anode, gate and top protection meshes, in figure 6.17 we can see in
detail the streamlines representing the charge flow paths only for one hexagonal cell of
the gate mesh.
The principle of proportional scintillation light production is described in
sections 3.2.2.2 and 5.1.2.3. The number of the UV photons produced in this process
depends on the gas pressure , the electric field
and the electron drift distance
in
the gas, following the equation 5.5 that can be written as a function of amplification
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factor
70
light production

/
1.0

[69] and threshold for the reduced field for proportional
/ /
[69] resulting formula 6.1.

FIG. 6.16 – Scheme of the top/anode part of the detector; X-Y units are expressed in mm

FIG. 6.17 – Streamlines for one hexagonal cell in 3D; the middle electrode is the anode mesh at 5kV and
below the grounded gate mesh can be observed; X-Y-Z units are expressed in mm; the colored scale in the
right represents the voltages applied expressed in Volts (V)
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In the formula 6.1, ! is the the number of the electrons extracted from the liquid
to the gas phase and !" is the S2 photons yield i.e., the number of the proportional
scintillation photons produced.
In figure 6.18 one can see the results for our case. The wire diameter considered
is 127μ , the anode/gate mesh pitch is 3.75
(XENON1T default model), the drift
distance in the gas phase is 0.25
and the pressure is 2.26
. Using the results of
the S2 peak Gaussian fit from figure 6.18, a secondary scintillation gain value of
319.9 ± 0.1
/é and peak resolution of 1.19 ± 0.03% are obtained.

FIG. 6.18 – Top: S2 photons distribution in the one specific hexagonal cell corresponding to the last shaping
ring; Bottom: The S2 peak related to the S2 distribution
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Following the procedure aforementioned, single electron gain and resolution
from electric field simulations have been determined and compared [70] for several
modifications of anode/gate mesh pitch and distances. The results are resumed in
TABLE 6.3.

TABLE 6.3 – Results of single electron gain [photons/e] and S2 peak resolution obtained from XENON1T
electric field simulations
Anode/
Gate
distance

Anode/Gate hexagonal mesh pitch
2.5 mm

3.75 mm

5 mm

7.5 mm

Gain

Resolution

Gain

Resolution

Gain

Resolution

Gain

Resolution

[ph/e]

[%]

[ph/e]

[%]

[ph/e]

[%]

[ph/e]

[%]

5 mm

319

1.2

320

1.19

322

2.1

324

2.9

10 mm

622

2.2

627

2

631

1.9

642

2.1

Several conclusions can be drawn considering the results presented in table above:
- the impact on the S2 resolution due to the drift path is very small (less than 3%);
- the S2 resolution becomes worse with the increasing of mesh cell pitch in the case of
5mm anode/gate distance but remains quite stable for 10mm anode/gate distance;
- the S2 yield increases for larger anode/gate cell pitch for both anode/gate distances
studied.

6.4 Concluding remarks
The studies presented in chapter 6 of this thesis presented research for the
development of the future XENON1T dark matter detector. COMSOL simulations of
the electric field inside the TPC have been performed. These simulations were
important to assess the proper dimensions and the light collection, as well as to calculate
the single electron gain and resolution of the proportional scintillation light that
occurred in the gas gap.
First studies focused on the optimization of the field cage. 2D simulations for
different geometries of the electrodes and shaping rings as well as several studies to
assess the proper voltages settings have been performed. The best result obtained, i.e.
uniform electric field, has been presented in section 6.3.2.1 and the resulting final
geometry and voltages defined the default model (see section 6.3.1).
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Since the transparencies of the meshes are critical for the efficiency of the
scintillation readout, the study continued by simulating in 2D several modifications of
the anode/gate and cathode meshes pitch, defining another 3 models for the anode/gate
mesh and 4 models for the cathode mesh. The plots of the electric field as a function of
radius, for different cut lines in the anode and cathode regions respectively, as well as
plots of the electric field as a function of the detector height in the center of the detector
and at large radii (edge) have been extracted from the simulations. Comparing all the
results, a limit of 5mm pitch for anode/gate mesh and 7.5mm pitch for cathode mesh
could be set, in order to maintain a good uniformity and small variations of the electric
field (see section 6.3.2.1).
3D simulations could be performed only for small volumes, using 2 or 3
hexagonal meshes. A comparison of 3D/2D simulations has been done and it was
outlined in section 6.3.2.2. The plot of the electric field displacement as a function of
radius for different cut planes in the 3D simulated model have been compared with the
cases defined by the cut planes, but simulated separately in 2D. Some differences could
be observed for the 2D studies, due to the different 3D:2D correspondences of the mesh
transparency for each case defined by the cut planes in the 3D model.
In the last section, 6.3.2.3, the S2 gain and the peak resolution have been
calculated for the default model using the 3D simulations results from the anode region
for a small volume and a few hexagonal cells. The comparison of these results with
those obtained by changing the mesh pitch or anode/gate distance, confirmed that the
default model (3.75mm and 5mm for anode/gate and cathode meshes, respectively, and
5mm anode/gate distance) is the best alternative that will be taken into account for the
TPC construction.
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CHAPTER 7
Final conclusions and future work

This thesis addresses the question of the nature of dark matter in the Universe
and presented a contribution for the optimization of the scintillation detection in the
present and near-future double-phase Xe detectors within the XENON program.
The activities performed for the current XENON100 experiment, which has
replaced XENON10, the first prototype, in the same shield and location at LNGS, as
well as studies for the optimization of the TPC for the next phase of XENON program,
a detector at the ton scale, XENON1T, have been presented in detail.
During the regular shifts, locally at LNGS, the experimental work included
several duties to be accomplished, such as monitoring the cryogenic parameters of
XENON100 detector, data acquisition and processing, calibrations and procedures for
Xe distillation to remove 85Kr. The details of all these techniques have been presented in
Chapter 4. The data analysis tasks performed and the methods used for the single scatter
event selection criteria, XS2single cut acceptances evaluation, hot spots monitoring and
influence of the cut acceptances variation in time for the background predictions,
associated to the dark matter search runs acquired in the period 2010 – 2014, as well as
the exclusion limits for spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleon interactions, have been
outlined in Chapter 5. The selection of the single scatter events have been improved by
defining a cut based on energy dependence and a lower threshold, obtaining a better
efficiency. We have demonstrated the importance of this selection, since this category
of events might be candidates of the WIMPs interactions. The quality of dark matter
data sets acquired can be endangered by the inclusion of artificial events named hotspots that are characterized by non-uniformities of the S2 distribution on both top and
bottom PMTs arrays. Cuts on the specific affected regions have been defined to equalize
and correct the S2 of the data sets. The anomalous S2 events that generated the hot spots
could be rejected without decreasing the nuclear recoils detection efficiency since these
events do not have a corresponding signal from the primary scintillation in liquid Xe,
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S1. The acceptances for all the cuts used for the analysis have been calculated for 2
different energy ranges (3-14pe) and (14-30pe) using ER data and the variation in time
for a period of 1 year has been studied. The sinusoidal variation extracted and the 3
and 5 upper limits derived showed no strong influence to be considered for the
background estimation.
As it is essential to improve the sensitivity of terrestrial detectors for direct dark
matter interactions detection with a lower background, but also to investigate various
new technologies that are needed for the next XENON1T detector, data acquisition
(Run14) and data analysis (preparation of Run12 un-blinding) will continue throughout
the XENON100 Experiment as future developments. The new scientific data taking run
already include new calibration procedures (neutrons from YBe source), that will be
important both to assess the performance of the detector at the lowest energies and to
identify the optimal calibration procedure for XENON1T. This means that new analysis
tasks and experimental duties, locally at LNGS, will have to be accomplished.
In parallel with the activities performed for the XENON100 experiment, the
development for XENON1T detector continued with excellent progress for all of the
working groups responsible for its construction. In particular for the TPC, the design
has been constantly updated, following discussions, simulations and R&D studies.
Detailed 2D COMSOL electric field simulations have been accomplished allowing the
selection for the optimal geometry of the electrodes and shaping rings, defining the TPC
field cage. The operation drift field in the liquid phase for XENON1T TPC will be
1 /
applying −100
on the cathode (single wires mesh 5mm pitch) and the
amplification voltage for the anode (hexagonal mesh, 3.75mm pitch) in the gas will be
set to a value of 5 , with a very good uniformity of the electric field. Starting from
this configuration, named default model, several studies have been made to increase the
meshes transparencies since it is very important for the optimization of the scintillation
detection efficiency. Taking into account the field uniformity and scintillation detection
efficiency of the detector as the most important quality criteria to be obtained, our tests
have shown that the pitches cannot be increased more than 5mm and 7.5mm for the
anode/gate meshes and for the cathode mesh respectively, using a 127μ wire diameter
and preserving the mechanical requests. 3D simulations have also been performed to
assess the differences for the 2D simulations. Our studies have shown small differences
due to the different transparencies obtained from the 3D:2D conversion for several cut
planes applied or due to COMSOL and CPUs limitations. Studies of the secondary
scintillation gain and peak resolution obtained from the 3D simulations of small
volumes in the anode region confirmed the default model as the proper design for the
field cage.
At the time of writing this thesis, this new dark matter detector, XENON1T was
already in the phase of installation in Hall B of LNGS, aiming for a background goal of
10
. It will provide the sensitivity to detect WIMPs in most of
the theoretically favored parameter space, probing spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
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scattering cross sections down to 2 10
due mostly to the design of the
experimental detection system that will allow to reduce significantly the
electromagnetic background from external sources.
The studies presented in this thesis, as part of the XENON effort, addressing
questions about fundamental properties of the Universe, not only will captivate the
general public attention, but also society, as the imaging detectors and related
technologies used can be applied outside the particle astrophysics field too, e.g. on
national security or medical imaging research.
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